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PLAN OF TEXT ANALYSIS 

 

1) Information about the author 

2) Functional style, its aim 

3) Genre of the text  

4) The scene: time and place of action (direct, indirect markers of temporal and spatial 

continuum) 

5) Plot structure: exposition, rising actions, climax (culmination), falling actions, denouement 

(resolution) 

6) Balance of characters: protagonist, antagonist, secondary characters; conflict (collision) 

7) Narrative compositional forms: 

● description (portrait, interior, landscape, cityscape, seascape) + artistic details (descriptive, 

characterological, specifying, implying) 

● argumentation 

● narration 

8) Types of narration: 

● author’s narrative (proper or entrusted) 

● dialogue speech 

● interior speech 

● represented speech (inner or uttered) 

9)   Predominant stylistic devices 

      10) Title + key words 

      11) Author’s message 

 

TASK 1 

Artistic prose refers to the belles-lettres functional style, which is “a system of coordinated, 

interrelated and interconditioned language means intended to fulfill a specific function of 

communication and aiming at a definite effect” (I. R. Galperin). The belles-lettres functional style 

embraces numerous and versatile genres of imaginative writing (V. A. Kukharenko) and is governed 

by its main aim – to give the reader aesthetic pleasure. A linguistic element is ambiguous within the 

text of imaginative literature because it occurs in two types of context at once: linguistic and aesthetic, 

consequently realizing denotative and connotative meanings (V. B. Sosnovskaya). 

Genre, theme, plot, temporal and spatial continuum, balance of characters, conflict and the 

like constitute the supraverbal (poetic) layer of the text which is entirely revealed in verbal sequences, 

the supraverbal and verbal layers of the text are inseparable, while their cohesion constitutes the 

poetic structure of the text (V. B. Sosnovskaya). 

Genre is a historically formed type of literary work which imposes upon the text peculiar 

limitations (V. B. Sosnovskaya). The major classical genres were: epic, tragedy, lyric, comedy and 

satire, to which would now be added novel and short story (J. A. Cuddon).  

Plot is a sequence of events in which the characters are involved, and comprises the 

exposition, rising actions, climax, falling actions and denouement. In the exposition the preliminary 

information to the action is laid out – time, place and the subject of the action. If there is no exposition 

in the text then it opens with the implication of foreknowledge – beginning from the middle – which 

is based on the imaginary previous acquaintance of the reader with the subject described, and is 

marked by synsemantic words, such as here, then, the, etc. Special attention should be given to 

temporal and spatial markers, which can be direct and indirect. Rising actions (complication, 

story proper) represent the beginning and development of the conflict (collision). The climax is the 

highest point in the text at which a crisis is reached. Falling actions lead to the resolution of the 

conflict. Denouement is the resolution and outcome of the conflict. The literary text has a closed plot 

structure if there are all the structural elements, or an open plot structure if some of them are 

missing. 
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Practical task: analyze the plot structure of the following text. Pay special attention to 

the markers of temporal and spatial continuum. 

 

The Pensioner (William Caine) 
Miss Crewe was born in the year 1821. She received a sort of education, and at the age of 

twenty became the governess of a little girl, eight years old, called Martha Bond. She was Martha’s 

governess for the next ten years. Then Martha came out and Miss Crewe went to be the governess of 

somebody else. Martha married Mr. William Harper. A year later she gave birth to a son, who was 

named Edward. This brings us to the year 1853. 

When Edward was six, Miss Crewe came back, to be his governess. Four years later he went 

to school and Miss Crewe went away to be the governess of somebody else. She was now forty-two 

years old. 

Twelve years passed and Mrs. Harper died, recommending Miss Crewe to her husband’s care, 

for Miss Crewe had recently been smitten by an incurable disease which made it impossible for her 

to be a governess any longer. 

Mr. Harper, who had passionately loved his wife, gave instructions to his solicitor to pay Miss 

Crewe the sum of one hundred and fifty pounds annually. He had some thoughts of buying her an 

annuity, but she seemed so ill that he didn’t. Edward was now twenty-two. 

In the year 1888, Mr. Harper died after a very short illness. He had expected Miss Crewe to 

die any day during the past thirteen years, but since she hadn’t he thought it proper now to 

recommend her to Edward’s care. This is how he did it. 

“That confounded old Crewe, Eddie. You’ll have to see to her. Let her have her money as 

before, but for the Lord’s sake don’t go and buy her an annuity now. If you do, she’ll die on your 

hands in a week!” Shortly afterwards the old gentleman passed away. 

Edward was now thirty-five. Miss Crewe was sixty-seven and reported to be in an almost 

desperate state. Edward followed his father’s advice. He bought no annuity for Miss Crewe. Her one 

hundred and fifty pounds continued to be paid each year into her bank; but by Edward, not by his 

late father’s solicitors. 

Edward had his own ideas of managing the considerable fortune which he had inherited. 

These ideas were unsound. The first of them was that he should assume the entire direction of his own 

affairs. Accordingly he instructed his solicitors to realise all the mortgages and railway-stock and 

other admirable securities in which his money was invested and hand over the cash to him. He then 

went in for the highest rate of interest which anyone would promise him. The consequence was that, 

within twelve years, he was almost a poor man, his annual income having dwindled from about three 

thousand to about four hundred pounds. 

Though he was a fool he was an honourable man, and so he continued to pay Miss Crewe her 

one hundred and fifty pounds each year. This left him about two hundred and fifty for himself. The 

capital which his so reduced income represented was invested in a Mexican brewery in which he had 

implicit faith. Nevertheless, he began to think that he might do well were he to try to earn a little extra 

money. 

The only thing he could do was to paint, not at all well, in water-colours. He became the pupil, 

quite seriously, of a young artist whom he knew. He was now forty-seven years old, while Miss Crewe 

was seventy-nine. The year was 1900. 

To everybody’s amazement Edward soon began to make quite good progress in his painting. 

Yes, his pictures were not at all unpleasant little things. He sent one of them to the Academy. It was 

accepted. It was, as I live, sold for ten pounds. Edward was an artist. 

Soon he was making between thirty and forty pounds a year. Then he was making over a 

hundred. Then two hundred. Then the Mexican brewery failed, General Malefico having burned it to 

the ground for a lark. 

This happened in the spring of 1914 when Edward was sixty-one and Miss Crewe was ninety-

three. Edward, after paying her money to Miss Crewe, might flatter himself on the possibility of 
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having some fifty pounds a year for himself, that is to say, if his picture sales did not decline. A single 

man can, however, get along, more or less, on fifty pounds more or less. 

Then the Great War broke out. 

It has been said that in the autumn of 1914 the Old Men came into their kingdom. As the fields 

of Britain were gradually stripped bare of their valid toilers, the Fathers of each village assumed, at 

good wages, the burden of agriculture. From their offices the juniors departed or were torn; the 

senior clerks carried on desperately until the Girls were introduced. No man was any longer too old 

at forty. Octogenarians could command a salary. The very cinemas were glad to dress up ancient 

fellows in uniform and post them on their doorsteps. 

Edward could do nothing but paint rather agreeable water-colours, and that was all. The 

market for his kind of work was shut. A patriotic nation was economising in order to get five per cent 

on the War Loans. People were not giving inexpensive little water-colours away to one another as 

wedding gifts any longer. Only the painters of high reputation, whose work was regarded as a real 

investment, could dispose of their wares. 

Starvation stared Edward in the face, not only his own starvation, you understand, but Miss 

Crewe’s. And Edward was a man of honour. 

He hated Miss Crewe intensely, but he had undertaken to provide for her, and provide for her 

he must—even if he failed to provide for himself. 

He wrapped some samples of his paintings in brown paper, and began to seek for a job among 

the wholesale stationers. He offered himself as one who was prepared to design Christmas-cards and 

calendars, and things of the kind. 

Adversity had sharpened his wits. Even the wholesale stationers were not turning white-

headed men from their portals. To Edward was accorded the privilege of displaying the rather 

agreeable contents of his parcel. After he had unpacked it and packed it up again some thirty times 

he was offered work. His pictures were really rather agreeable. It was piecework, and he was to do 

it off the premises, no matter where. By toiling day and night he might be able to earn as much as £4 

a week. He went away and toiled. His employers were pleased with what, each Monday, he brought 

them. They did not offer to increase his remuneration, but they encouraged him to produce, and took 

practically everything he offered. Edward was very fortunate. 

During the first year of the war he lived like a beast, worked like a slave, and earned exactly 

enough to keep his soul in his body and pay Miss Crewe her one hundred and fifty pounds. During 

the second year of the war he did it again. The fourth year of the war found him still alive and still 

punctual to his obligations towards Miss Crewe. 

Miss Crewe, however, found one hundred and fifty pounds no longer what it had been. Prices 

were rising in every direction. She wrote to Edward pointing this out, and asking him if he couldn’t 

see his way to increasing her allowance. She invoked the memory of his dear mother and father, 

added something about the happy hours that he and she had spent together in the dear old school-

room, and signed herself his affectionately. 

Edward petitioned for an increase of pay. He pointed out to his firm of wholesale stationers 

that prices were rising in every direction. The firm, who knew when they had a marketable thing 

cheap, granted his petition. Henceforth Edward was able to earn five pounds a week. He increased 

Miss Crewe’s allowance by fifty pounds, and continued to live more like a beast than ever, for the 

price of paper and paints was soaring. He worked practically without ceasing, save to sleep (which 

he could not do) and to eat (which he could not afford). He was now sixty-four, while Miss Crewe 

was rising ninety-seven. 

Edward had been ailing for a long time. On Armistice Day he struck work for an hour in order 

to walk about in the streets and share in the general rejoicing. He caught a severe cold, and the next 

day, instead of staying between his blankets (he had no sheets), he went up to the City with some 

designs which he had just completed. That night he was feverish. The next night he was delirious. The 

third night he was dead, and there was an end of him. 
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He had, however, managed, before he died (two days before), to send to Miss Crewe a money 

order for her quarter’s allowance of fifty pounds. This had left him with precisely four shillings and 

twopence in the Post Office Savings Bank. 

He was, consequently, buried by the parish. 

Miss Crewe received her money. She was delighted to have it, and at once wrote to Edward 

her customary letter of grateful and affectionate thanks. She added in a post-script that if he could 

find it in his generous heart to let her have a still little more next quarter it would be most acceptable, 

because every day seemed to make it harder and harder for her to get along. 

Edward was dead when this letter was delivered. 

Miss Crewe sent her money order to her bank, asking that it might be placed to her deposit 

account. This she reminded the bank, would bring up the amount of her deposit to exactly two 

thousand pounds. 

 

TASK 2 

Time in the literary work is called poetic, its representation being conditioned by the content 

of the text. It differs from historical time, which forms one strait line (V.B.Sosnovskaya). Temporal 

continuum of the literary text might be marked by direct and indirect temporal markers. It may be 

violated by  

anticipation of future events (flash-forward) or return to the past events (flash-back), thus forming 

different time planes of the narration (V. A. Kukharenko). 

 

Practical task: analyze the plot structure of the following text. Pay special attention to 

the markers of temporal continuum and to the temporal planes of the narration. 

  

The Story of an Hour (Kate Chopin) 

Knowing that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble, great care was taken to break 

to her as gently as possible the news of her husband's death. 

It was her sister Josephine who told her, in broken sentences; veiled hints that revealed in 

half concealing. Her husband's friend Richards was there, too, near her. It was he who had been in 

the newspaper office when intelligence of the railroad disaster was received, with Brently Mallard's 

name leading the list of "killed." He had only taken the time to assure himself of its truth by a second 

telegram, and had hastened to forestall any less careful, less tender friend in bearing the sad message. 

She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same, with a paralyzed inability to 

accept its significance. She wept at once, with sudden, wild abandonment, in her sister's arms. When 

the storm of grief had spent itself she went away to her room alone. She would have no one follow 

her. 

There stood, facing the open window, a comfortable, roomy armchair. Into this she sank, 

pressed down by a physical exhaustion that haunted her body and seemed to reach into her soul. 

She could see in the open square before her house the tops of trees that were all aquiver with 

the new spring life. The delicious breath of rain was in the air. In the street below a peddler was 

crying his wares. The notes of a distant song which some one was singing reached her faintly, and 

countless sparrows were twittering in the eaves. 

There were patches of blue sky showing here and there through the clouds that had met and 

piled one above the other in the west facing her window. 

She sat with her head thrown back upon the cushion of the chair, quite motionless, except 

when a sob came up into her throat and shook her, as a child who has cried itself to sleep continues 

to sob in its dreams. 

She was young, with a fair, calm face, whose lines bespoke repression and even a certain 

strength. But now there was a dull stare in her eyes, whose gaze was fixed away off yonder on one of 

those patches of blue sky. It was not a glance of reflection, but rather indicated a suspension of 

intelligent thought. 
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There was something coming to her and she was waiting for it, fearfully. What was it? She 

did not know; it was too subtle and elusive to name. But she felt it, creeping out of the sky, reaching 

toward her through the sounds, the scents, the color that filled the air. 

Now her bosom rose and fell tumultuously. She was beginning to recognize this thing that was 

approaching to possess her, and she was striving to beat it back with her will--as powerless as her 

two white slender hands would have been. When she abandoned herself a little whispered word 

escaped her slightly parted lips. She said it over and over under the breath: "free, free, free!" The 

vacant stare and the look of terror that had followed it went from her eyes. They stayed keen and 

bright. Her pulses beat fast, and the coursing blood warmed and relaxed every inch of her body. 

She did not stop to ask if it were or were not a monstrous joy that held her. A clear and exalted 

perception enabled her to dismiss the suggestion as trivial. She knew that she would weep again when 

she saw the kind, tender hands folded in death; the face that had never looked save with love upon 

her, fixed and gray and dead. But she saw beyond that bitter moment a long procession of years to 

come that would belong to her absolutely. And she opened and spread her arms out to them in 

welcome. 

There would be no one to live for during those coming years; she would live for herself. There 

would be no powerful will bending hers in that blind persistence with which men and women believe 

they have a right to impose a private will upon a fellow-creature. A kind intention or a cruel intention 

made the act seem no less a crime as she looked upon it in that brief moment of illumination. 

And yet she had loved him--sometimes. Often she had not. What did it matter! What could 

love, the unsolved mystery, count for in the face of this possession of self-assertion which she suddenly 

recognized as the strongest impulse of her being! 

"Free! Body and soul free!" she kept whispering. 

Josephine was kneeling before the closed door with her lips to the keyhold, imploring for 

admission. "Louise, open the door! I beg; open the door--you will make yourself ill. What are you 

doing, Louise? For heaven's sake open the door." 

"Go away. I am not making myself ill." No; she was drinking in a very elixir of life through 

that open window. 

Her fancy was running riot along those days ahead of her. Spring days, and summer days, 

and all sorts of days that would be her own. She breathed a quick prayer that life might be long. It 

was only yesterday she had thought with a shudder that life might be long. 

She arose at length and opened the door to her sister's importunities. There was a feverish 

triumph in her eyes, and she carried herself unwittingly like a goddess of Victory. She clasped her 

sister's waist, and together they descended the stairs. Richards stood waiting for them at the bottom. 

Someone was opening the front door with a latchkey. It was Brently Mallard who entered, a 

little travel-stained, composedly carrying his grip-sack and umbrella. He had been far from the scene 

of the accident, and did not even know there had been one. He stood amazed at Josephine's piercing 

cry; at Richards' quick motion to screen him from the view of his wife. 

When the doctors came they said she had died of heart disease – of the joy that kills.  

 

TASK 3 

Spatial continuum of the literary work may be marked directly or indirectly, open 

(landscape, seascape, city scape) or closed (interior) space being meant. 

Practical task: analyze the plot structure of the following text. Pay special attention to 

the markers of spatial continuum.  

 

The Outsider (Howard Lovecraft) 

 

That night the Baron dreamt of many a woe; 

And all his warrior-guests, with shade and form 
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Of witch, and demon, and large coffin-worm, 

Were long be-nightmared. 

—Keats. 

Unhappy is he to whom the memories of childhood bring only fear and sadness. 

Wretched is he who looks back upon lone hours in vast and dismal chambers with brown 

hangings and maddening rows of antique books, or upon awed watches in twilight groves 

of grotesque, gigantic, and vine-encumbered trees that silently wave twisted branches far 

aloft. Such a lot the gods gave to me—to me, the dazed, the disappointed; the barren, the 

broken. And yet I am strangely content, and cling desperately to those sere memories, when 

my mind momentarily threatens to reach beyond to the other. 

I know not where I was born, save that the castle was infinitely old and infinitely 

horrible; full of dark passages and having high ceilings where the eye could find only 

cobwebs and shadows. The stones in the crumbling corridors seemed always hideously 

damp, and there was an accursed smell everywhere, as of the piled-up corpses of dead 

generations. It was never light, so that I used sometimes to light candles and gaze steadily 

at them for relief; nor was there any sun outdoors, since the terrible trees grew high above 

the topmost accessible tower. There was one black tower which reached above the trees 

into the unknown outer sky, but that was partly ruined and could not be ascended save by a 

well-nigh impossible climb up the sheer wall, stone by stone. 

I must have lived years in this place, but I cannot measure the time. Beings must 

have cared for my needs, yet I cannot recall any person except myself; or anything alive but 

the noiseless rats and bats and spiders. I think that whoever nursed me must have been 

shockingly aged, since my first conception of a living person was that of something 

mockingly like myself, yet distorted, shrivelled, and decaying like the castle. To me there 

was nothing grotesque in the bones and skeletons that strowed some of the stone crypts deep 

down among the foundations. I fantastically associated these things with every-day events, 

and thought them more natural than the coloured pictures of living beings which I found in 

many of the mouldy books. From such books I learned all that I know. No teacher urged or 

guided me, and I do not recall hearing any human voice in all those years—not even my 

own; for although I had read of speech, I had never thought to try to speak aloud. My aspect 

was a matter equally unthought of, for there were no mirrors in the castle, and I merely 

regarded myself by instinct as akin to the youthful figures I saw drawn and painted in the 

books. I felt conscious of youth because I remembered so little. 

Outside, across the putrid moat and under the dark mute trees, I would often lie and 

dream for hours about what I read in the books; and would longingly picture myself amidst 

gay crowds in the sunny world beyond the endless forest. Once I tried to escape from the 

forest, but as I went farther from the castle the shade grew denser and the air more filled 

with brooding fear; so that I ran frantically back lest I lose my way in a labyrinth of nighted 

silence. 

So through endless twilights I dreamed and waited, though I knew not what I waited 

for. Then in the shadowy solitude my longing for light grew so frantic that I could rest no 

more, and I lifted entreating hands to the single black ruined tower that reached above the 

forest into the unknown outer sky. And at last I resolved to scale that tower, fall though I 

might; since it were better to glimpse the sky and perish, than to live without ever beholding 

day. 

In the dank twilight I climbed the worn and aged stone stairs till I reached the level 

where they ceased, and thereafter clung perilously to small footholds leading upward. 

Ghastly and terrible was that dead, stairless cylinder of rock; black, ruined, and deserted, 

and sinister with startled bats whose wings made no noise. But more ghastly and terrible 

still was the slowness of my progress; for climb as I might, the darkness overhead grew no 

thinner, and a new chill as of haunted and venerable mould assailed me. I shivered as I 
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wondered why I did not reach the light, and would have looked down had I dared. I fancied 

that night had come suddenly upon me, and vainly groped with one free hand for a window 

embrasure, that I might peer out and above, and try to judge the height I had attained. 

All at once, after an infinity of awesome, sightless crawling up that concave and 

desperate precipice, I felt my head touch a solid thing, and I knew I must have gained the 

roof, or at least some kind of floor. In the darkness I raised my free hand and tested the 

barrier, finding it stone and immovable. Then came a deadly circuit of the tower, clinging 

to whatever holds the slimy wall could give; till finally my testing hand found the barrier 

yielding, and I turned upward again, pushing the slab or door with my head as I used both 

hands in my fearful ascent. There was no light revealed above, and as my hands went higher 

I knew that my climb was for the nonce ended; since the slab was the trap-door of an 

aperture leading to a level stone surface of greater circumference than the lower tower, no 

doubt the floor of some lofty and capacious observation chamber. I crawled through 

carefully, and tried to prevent the heavy slab from falling back into place; but failed in the 

latter attempt. As I lay exhausted on the stone floor I heard the eerie echoes of its fall, but 

hoped when necessary to pry it open again. 

Believing I was now at a prodigious height, far above the accursed branches of the 

wood, I dragged myself up from the floor and fumbled about for windows, that I might look 

for the first time upon the sky, and the moon and stars of which I had read. But on every 

hand I was disappointed; since all that I found were vast shelves of marble, bearing odious 

oblong boxes of disturbing size. More and more I reflected, and wondered what hoary 

secrets might abide in this high apartment so many aeons cut off from the castle below. Then 

unexpectedly my hands came upon a doorway, where hung a portal of stone, rough with 

strange chiselling. Trying it, I found it locked; but with a supreme burst of strength I 

overcame all obstacles and dragged it open inward. As I did so there came to me the purest 

ecstasy I have ever known; for shining tranquilly through an ornate grating of iron, and 

down a short stone passageway of steps that ascended from the newly found doorway, was 

the radiant full moon, which I had never before seen save in dreams and in vague visions I 

dared not call memories. 

Fancying now that I had attained the very pinnacle of the castle, I commenced to 

rush up the few steps beyond the door; but the sudden veiling of the moon by a cloud caused 

me to stumble, and I felt my way more slowly in the dark. It was still very dark when I 

reached the grating—which I tried carefully and found unlocked, but which I did not open 

for fear of falling from the amazing height to which I had climbed. Then the moon came out. 

Most daemoniacal of all shocks is that of the abysmally unexpected and grotesquely 

unbelievable. Nothing I had before undergone could compare in terror with what I now 

saw; with the bizarre marvels that sight implied. The sight itself was as simple as it was 

stupefying, for it was merely this: instead of a dizzying prospect of treetops seen from a lofty 

eminence, there stretched around me on a level through the grating nothing less than the 

solid ground, decked and diversified by marble slabs and columns, and overshadowed by 

an ancient stone church, whose ruined spire gleamed spectrally in the moonlight. 

Half unconscious, I opened the grating and staggered out upon the white gravel path 

that stretched away in two directions. My mind, stunned and chaotic as it was, still held the 

frantic craving for light; and not even the fantastic wonder which had happened could stay 

my course. I neither knew nor cared whether my experience was insanity, dreaming, or 

magic; but was determined to gaze on brilliance and gaiety at any cost. I knew not who I 

was or what I was, or what my surroundings might be; though as I continued to stumble 

along I became conscious of a kind of fearsome latent memory that made my progress not 

wholly fortuitous. I passed under an arch out of that region of slabs and columns, and 

wandered through the open country; sometimes following the visible road, but sometimes 

leaving it curiously to tread across meadows where only occasional ruins bespoke the 
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ancient presence of a forgotten road. Once I swam across a swift river where crumbling, 

mossy masonry told of a bridge long vanished. 

Over two hours must have passed before I reached what seemed to be my goal, a 

venerable ivied castle in a thickly wooded park; maddeningly familiar, yet full of perplexing 

strangeness to me. I saw that the moat was filled in, and that some of the well-known towers 

were demolished; whilst new wings existed to confuse the beholder. But what I observed 

with chief interest and delight were the open windows—gorgeously ablaze with light and 

sending forth sound of the gayest revelry. Advancing to one of these I looked in and saw an 

oddly dressed company, indeed; making merry, and speaking brightly to one another. I had 

never, seemingly, heard human speech before; and could guess only vaguely what was said. 

Some of the faces seemed to hold expressions that brought up incredibly remote 

recollections; others were utterly alien. 

I now stepped through the low window into the brilliantly lighted room, stepping as 

I did so from my single bright moment of hope to my blackest convulsion of despair and 

realisation. The nightmare was quick to come; for as I entered, there occurred immediately 

one of the most terrifying demonstrations I had ever conceived. Scarcely had I crossed the 

sill when there descended upon the whole company a sudden and unheralded fear of hideous 

intensity, distorting every face and evoking the most horrible screams from nearly every 

throat. Flight was universal, and in the clamour and panic several fell in a swoon and were 

dragged away by their madly fleeing companions. Many covered their eyes with their hands, 

and plunged blindly and awkwardly in their race to escape; overturning furniture and 

stumbling against the walls before they managed to reach one of the many doors. 

The cries were shocking; and as I stood in the brilliant apartment alone and dazed, 

listening to their vanishing echoes, I trembled at the thought of what might be lurking near 

me unseen. At a casual inspection the room seemed deserted, but when I moved toward one 

of the alcoves I thought I detected a presence there—a hint of motion beyond the golden-

arched doorway leading to another and somewhat similar room. As I approached the arch 

I began to perceive the presence more clearly; and then, with the first and last sound I ever 

uttered—a ghastly ululation that revolted me almost as poignantly as its noxious cause—I 

beheld in full, frightful vividness the inconceivable, indescribable, and unmentionable 

monstrosity which had by its simple appearance changed a merry company to a herd of 

delirious fugitives. 

I cannot even hint what it was like, for it was a compound of all that is unclean, 

uncanny, unwelcome, abnormal, and detestable. It was the ghoulish shade of decay, 

antiquity, and desolation; the putrid, dripping eidolon of unwholesome revelation; the awful 

baring of that which the merciful earth should always hide. God knows it was not of this 

world—or no longer of this world—yet to my horror I saw in its eaten-away and bone-

revealing outlines a leering, abhorrent travesty on the human shape; and in its mouldy, 

disintegrating apparel an unspeakable quality that chilled me even more. 

I was almost paralysed, but not too much so to make a feeble effort toward flight; a 

backward stumble which failed to break the spell in which the nameless, voiceless monster 

held me. My eyes, bewitched by the glassy orbs which stared loathsomely into them, refused 

to close; though they were mercifully blurred, and shewed the terrible object but indistinctly 

after the first shock. I tried to raise my hand to shut out the sight, yet so stunned were my 

nerves that my arm could not fully obey my will. The attempt, however, was enough to 

disturb my balance; so that I had to stagger forward several steps to avoid falling. As I did 

so I became suddenly and agonisingly aware of the nearness of the carrion thing, whose 

hideous hollow breathing I half fancied I could hear. Nearly mad, I found myself yet able to 

throw out a hand to ward off the foetid apparition which pressed so close; when in one 

cataclysmic second of cosmic nightmarishness and hellish accident my fingers touched the 

rotting outstretched paw of the monster beneath the golden arch. 
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I did not shriek, but all the fiendish ghouls that ride the night-wind shrieked for me 

as in that same second there crashed down upon my mind a single and fleeting avalanche 

of soul-annihilating memory. I knew in that second all that had been; I remembered beyond 

the frightful castle and the trees, and recognised the altered edifice in which I now stood; I 

recognised, most terrible of all, the unholy abomination that stood leering before me as I 

withdrew my sullied fingers from its own. 

But in the cosmos there is balm as well as bitterness, and that balm is nepenthe. In 

the supreme horror of that second I forgot what had horrified me, and the burst of black 

memory vanished in a chaos of echoing images. In a dream I fled from that haunted and 

accursed pile, and ran swiftly and silently in the moonlight. When I returned to the 

churchyard place of marble and went down the steps I found the stone trap-door immovable; 

but I was not sorry, for I had hated the antique castle and the trees. Now I ride with the 

mocking and friendly ghouls on the night-wind, and play by day amongst the catacombs of 

Nephren-Ka in the sealed and unknown valley of Hadoth by the Nile. I know that light is not 

for me, save that of the moon over the rock tombs of Neb, nor any gaiety save the unnamed 

feasts of Nitokris beneath the Great Pyramid; yet in my new wildness and freedom I almost 

welcome the bitterness of alienage. 

For although nepenthe has calmed me, I know always that I am an outsider; a 

stranger in this century and among those who are still men. This I have known ever since I 

stretched out my fingers to the abomination within that great gilded frame; stretched out 

my fingers and touched a cold and unyielding surface of polished glass. 

 

TASK 4  

Depending on the role of the character in the narrative process it may belong to one of the 

following types: a main / major character, who is vital to the development of the conflict, or a 

secondary / minor character, who functions as a background to the actions of the major characters. 

The main characters include the protagonist and the antagonist. The protagonist is the central 

character of a story, and is in the centre of the conflict which is to be resolved. The antagonist is the 

opposing character that participates in the conflict – a literary collision between opposing forces. 

Practical task: analyze the balance of characters of the following text. Pay special 

attention to their functions.  

 

The Invisible Japanese Gentlemen (Graham Greene) 

There were eight Japanese gentlemen having a fish dinner at Bentley's. They spoke to each 

other rarely in their incomprehensible tongue, but always with a courteous smile and often with a 

small bow. All but one of them wore glasses. Sometimes the pretty girl who sat in the window beyond 

gave them a passing glance, but her own problem seemed too serious for her to pay real attention to 

anyone in the world except herself and her companion. 

She had thin blonde hair and her face was pretty and petite in a Regency way, oval like a 

miniature, though she had a harsh way of speaking - perhaps the accent of the school, Roedean or 

Cheltenham Ladies' College, which she had not long ago left. She wore a man's signet-ring on her 

engagement finger, and as I sat down at my table, with the Japanese gentlemen between us, she said, 

"So you see we could marry next week." 

"Yes?" 

Her companion appeared a little distraught. He refilled their glasses with Chablis and said, 

"Of course, but Mother . . ." I missed some of the conversation then, because the eldest Japanese 

gentleman leant across the table, with a smile and a little bow, and uttered a whole paragraph like 

the mutter from an aviary, while everyone bent towards him and smiled and listened, and I couldn't 

help attending to him myself. 
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The girl's fiancé resembled her physically. I could see them as two miniatures hanging side 

by side on white wood panels. He should have been a young officer in Nelson's navy in the days when 

a certain weakness and sensitivity were no bar to promotion. 

She said, "They are giving me an advance of five hundred pounds, and they've sold the 

paperback rights already." The hard commercial declaration came as a shock to me; it was a shock 

too that she was one of my own profession. She couldn't have been more than twenty. She deserved 

better of life. 

He said, "But my uncle ..." 

 "You know you don’t get on with him. This way we shall be quite independent." 

"You will be independent," he said grudgingly. 

"The wine-trade wouldn't really suit you, would it? I spoke to my publisher about you and 

there's a very good chance ...if you began with some reading ..." 

"But I don't know a thing about books" 

"I would help you at the start." 

"My mother says that writing is a good crutch . . ." 

"Five hundred pounds and half the paperback rights is a pretty solid crutch," she said. 

"This Chablis is good, isn't it?" 

"I daresay." 

I began to change my opinion of him - he had not the Nelson touch. He was doomed to defeat. 

She came alongside and raked him fore and aft. "Do you know what Mr. Dwight said?" 

"Who's Dwight?" 

"Darling, you don't listen, do you? My publisher. He said he hadn't read a first novel in the 

last ten years which showed such powers of observation." 

"That's wonderful," he said sadly, "wonderful." "Only he wants me to change the title." 

 "Yes?" 

"He doesn't like The Ever-Rolling Stream. He wants to call it The Chelsea Set." 

"What did you say?" 

"I agreed. I do think that with a first novel one should try to keep one's publisher happy. 

Especially when, really, he's going to pay for our marriage, isn't he?" 

      "I see what you mean." Absent-mindedly he stirred his Chablis with a fork - perhaps before 

the engagement he had always bought champagne. The Japanese gentlemen had finished their fish 

and with very little English but with elaborate courtesy they were ordering from the middle-aged 

waitress a fresh fruit salad. The girl looked at them, and then she looked at me, but I think she saw 

only the future. I wanted very much to warn her against any future based on a first novel called The 

Chelsea Set. I was on the side of his mother. It was a humiliating thought, but I was probably about 

her mother's age. 

   I wanted to say to her, Are you certain your publisher is telling you the truth? Publishers 

are human. They may sometimes exaggerate the virtues of the young and the pretty. Will The Chelsea 

Set be read in five years? Are you prepared for the years of effort, 'the long defeat of doing nothing 

well'? As the years pass writing will not become any easier, the daily effort will grow harder to 

endure, those "powers of observation" will become enfeebled; you will be judged, when you reach 

your forties, by performance and not by promise. 

"My next novel is going to be about St Tropez." 

"I didn't know you'd ever been there." 

"I haven't. A fresh eye's terribly important. I thought we might settle down there for six 

months." 

"There wouldn't be much left of the advance by that time." 

"The advance is only an advance. I get fifteen per cent after five thousand copies and twenty 

per cent after ten. And of course another advance will be due, darling, when the next book's finished. 

A bigger one if The Chelsea Set sells well." 

"Suppose it doesn't." 

"Mr Dwight says it will. He ought to know." 
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"My uncle would start me at twelve hundred." 

"But darling, how could you come then to St Tropez?" 

"Perhaps we'd do better to marry when you come back." 

She said harshly, 'I mightn't come back if The Chelsea Set sells enough." 

"Oh." 

She looked at me and the party of Japanese gentlemen. She finished her wine. She said, "Is 

this a quarrel?" 

"No." 

"I've got the title for the next book - The Azure Blue." 

"I thought azure was blue." 

She looked at him with disappointment. "You don't really want to be married to a novelist, do 

you?" 

"You aren't one yet." 

"I was born one - Mr Dwight says. My powers of observation ..." 

"Yes. You told me that, but, dear, couldn't you observe a bit nearer home? Here in London." 

"I've done that in The Chelsea Set. I don't want to repeat myself." 

The bill had been lying beside them for some time now. He took out his wallet to pay, but she 

snatched the paper out of his reach. She said. "This is my celebration." 

     "What of?" 

The Chelsea Set, of course. Darling, you’re awfully decorative, but sometimes - well, you 

simply don't connect.’ 

"I'd rather ... if you don't mind…" 

"No, darting, this is on me. And Mr Dwight, of course." 

    He submitted just as two of the Japanese gentlemen gave tongue simultaneously, then 

stopped abruptly and bowed to each other, as though they were blocked in a doorway. 

I had thought the two young people matching miniatures, but what a contrast in fact there 

was. The same type of prettiness could contain weakness and strength. Her Regency counterpart, I 

suppose, would have borne a dozen children without the aid of anaesthetics, while he would have 

fallen an easy victim to the first dark eyes in Naples. Would there one day be a dozen books on her 

shelf? They have to be born without an anaesthetic too. I found myself hoping that The Chelsea Set 

would prove to be a disaster and that eventually she would take up photographic modelling while he 

established himself solidly in the wine-trade in St James's. I didn't like to think of her as the Mrs 

Humphrey Ward of her generation - not that I would live so long. Old age saves us from the 

realization of a great many fears. I wondered to which publishing firm Dwight belonged. I could 

imagine the blurb he would have already written about her abrasive powers of observation. There 

would be a photo, if he was wise, on the back of the jacket, for reviewers, as well as publishers, arc 

human, and she didn't look like Mrs Humphrey Ward. 

I could hear them talking while they found their coats at the back of the   restaurant. He said, 

"I wonder what all those Japanese are doing here?" 

"Japanese?" she said. "What Japanese, darling? Sometimes you are so evasive I think you 

don't want to marry me at all." 

 

TASK 5 

Generalized content types, which are characterized by certain types of expression, are termed 

the narrative compositional forms and include narrative proper, where the unfolding of the plot is 

concentrated; description, which supplies the details of the appearance of characters (portraits) and 

places (interiors, landscapes, etc); argumentation offers considerations about moral, ideological, 

etc issues (V. A. Kukharenko). 

Practical task: analyze the narrative compositional forms of the following text.  
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The Escape (Somerset Maugham) 

          I have always been convinced that if a woman once made up her mind to marry a man 

nothing but instant flight could save him. Not always that; for once a friend of mine, seeing the 

inevitable loom menacingly before him, took ship from a certain port (with a tooth-brash for all his 

luggage, so conscious was he of his danger and the necessity for immediate action) and spent a year 

travelling round the world; but when, thinking himself safe (women are fickle, he said, and in twelve 

months she will have forgotten all about me), he landed at the selfsame port the first person he saw 

gaily waving to him from the quay was the little lady from whom he had fled. I have only once known 

a man who in such circumstances managed to extricate himself. His name was Roger Charing. He 

was no longer young when he fell in love with Ruth Barlow and he had had sufficient experience to 

make him careful; but Ruth Barlow had a gift (or should I call it a quality?) that renders most men 

defenceless, and it was this that dispossessed Roger of his commonsense, his prudence, and his 

worldly wisdom. He went down like a row of ninepins. This was the gift of pathos. Mrs Barlow, for 

she was twice a widow, had splendid dark eyes and they were the most moving I ever saw; they 

seemed to be ever on the point of filling with tears; they suggested that the world was too much for 

her, and you felt that, poor dear, her sufferings had been more than anyone should be asked to bear. 

If, like Roger Charing, you were a strong, hefty fellow with plenty of money, it was almost inevitable 

that you should say to yourself: I must stand between the hazards of life and this helpless little thing, 

oh, how wonderful it would be to take the sadness put of those big and lovely eyes! I gathered from 

Roger that everyone had treated Mrs Barlow very badly. She was apparently one of those unfortunate 

persons with whom nothing by any chance goes right. If she married a husband he beat her; if she 

employed a broker he cheated her; if she engaged a cook she drank. She never had a little lamb but 

it was sure to die. 

When Roger told me that he had at last persuaded her to marry him, I wished him joy. 

"I hope you'll be good friends," he said. "She's a little afraid of you, you know; she thinks you're 

callous." 

"Upon my word I don't know why she should think that." 

"You do like her, don't you?" 

"Very much." 

"She's had a rotten time, poor dear. I feel so dreadfully sorry for her." 

"Yes," I said. 

I couldn't say less. I knew she was stupid and I thought she was scheming. My own belief was 

that she was as hard as nails. 

The first time I met her we had played bridge together and when she was my partner she twice 

tramped my best card. I behaved like an angel, but I confess that I thought if the tears were going to 

well up into anybody's eyes they should have been mine rather than hers. And when, having by the 

end of the evening lost a good deal of money to me, she said she would send me a cheque and never 

did, I could not but think that I and not she should have worn a pathetic expression when next we met. 

Roger introduced her to his friends. He gave her lovely jewels. He took her here, there, and 

everywhere. Their marriage was announced for the immediate future. Roger was very happy. He was 

committing a good action and at the same time doing something he had very much a mind to. It is an 

uncommon situation and it is not surprising if he was a trifle more pleased with himself than was 

altogether becoming. 

Then, on a sudden, he fell out of love. I do not know why. It could hardly have been that he 

grew tired of her conversation, for she had never had any conversation. Perhaps it was merely that 

this pathetic look of hers ceased to wring his heartstrings. His eyes were opened and he was once 

more the shrewd man of the world he had been. He became acutely conscious that Ruth Barlow had 

made up her mind to marry him and he swore a solemn oath that nothing would induce him to marry 

Ruth Barlow. But he was in a quandary. Now that he was in possession of his senses he saw with 

clearness the sort of woman he had to deal with and he was aware that, if he asked her to release 

him, she would (in her appealing way) assess her wounded feelings at an immoderately high figure. 
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Besides, it is always awkward for a man to jilt a woman. People are apt to think he has behaved 

badly. 

Roger kept his own counsel. He gave neither by word nor gesture an indication that his feelings 

towards Ruth Barlow had changed. He remained attentive to all her wishes; he took her to dine at 

restaurants, they went to the play together, he sent her flowers; he was sympathetic and charming. 

They had made up their minds that they would be married as soon as they found a house that suited 

them, for he lived in chambers and she in furnished rooms; and they set about looking at desirable 

residences. The agents sent Roger orders to view and he took Ruth to see a number of houses. It was 

very hard to find anything that was quite satisfactory. Roger applied to more agents. They visited 

house after house. They went over them thoroughly, examining them from the cellars in the basement 

to the attics under the roof. Sometimes they were too large and sometimes they were too small; 

sometimes they were too far from the centre of things and sometimes they were too close; sometimes 

they were too expensive and sometimes they wanted too many repairs; sometimes they were too stuffy 

and sometimes they were too airy; sometimes they were too dark and sometimes they were too bleak. 

Roger always found a fault that made the house unsuitable. Of course he was hard to please; he could 

not bear to ask his dear Ruth to live in any but the perfect house, and the perfect house wanted finding. 

House-hunting is a tiring and a tiresome business and presendy Ruth began to grow peevish. Roger 

begged her to have patience; somewhere, surely, existed the very house they were looking for, and it 

only needed a little perseverance and they would find it. They looked at hundreds of houses; they 

climbed thousands of stairs; they inspected innumerable kitchens. Ruth was exhausted and more than 

once lost her temper. 

"If you don't find a house soon," she said, "I shall have to reconsider my position. Why, if you 

go on like this we shan't be married for years." 

"Don't say that," he answered, "I beseech you to have patience. I've just received some entirely 

new lists from agents I've only just heard of. There must be at least sixty houses on them." 

They set out on the chase again. They looked at more houses and more houses. For two years 

they looked at houses. Ruth grew silent and scornful: her pathetic, beautiful eyes acquired an 

expression that was almost sullen. There are limits to human endurance. Mrs Barlow had the patience 

of an angel, but at last she revolted. 

"Do you want to marry me or do you not?" she asked him. 

There was an unaccustomed hardness in her voice, but it did not affect the gentleness of his 

reply. 

"Of course I do. We'll be married the very moment we find a house. By the way, I've just heard 

of something that might suit us." 

"I don't feel well enough to look at any more houses just yet." 

"Poor dear, I was afraid you were looking rather tired." 

Ruth Barlow took to her bed. She would not see Roger and he had to content himself with calling 

at her lodgings to inquire and sending her flowers. He was as ever assiduous and gallant. Every day 

he wrote and told her that he had heard of another house for them to look at. A week passed and then 

he received the following letter: 

Roger - 

I do not think you really love me. I have found someone who is anxious to take care of me and 

I am going to be married to him today. 

Ruth 

He sent back his reply by special messenger: 

Ruth- 

Your news shatters me. I shall never get over the blow, but of course your happiness must be 

my first consideration. I send you herewith seven orders to view; they arrived by this morning's post 

and I am quite sure you will find among them a house that will exactly suit you. 

Roger 
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 TASK 6 

The part selected to represent the whole is a poetic / artistic detail (V.B.Sosnovskaya). As a rule 

an artistic detail expresses some unimportant external feature of a complex phenomenon. It may be 

of four types: a descriptive detail creates an image of a character or nature; a specifying detail fixes 

some non-essential facts in order to enhance trustworthiness of the narration; a characterological 

detail characterizes the personage through his leading quality; an implying detail reveals an inner 

state of the character through some outer characteristic (V. A. Kukharenko). 

 

Practical task: analyze the artistic details of the following text.  

 

Appointment with Love (Sulamith Kishor) 

Six minutes to six, said the great round clock over the information booth in Grand Central 

Station. The tall young army lieutenant who had just come from the direction of the tracks lifted his 

sunburned face, and his eyes narrowed to note the exact time. His heart was pounding with a beat 

that shocked him because he could not control it. In six minutes he would see the woman who had 

filled such a special place in his life for the past thirteen months, I he woman he had never seen, yet 

whose written words had been with him and sustained him unfailingly. He placed himself as close as 

he could to the information booth, just beyond the ring of people besieging the clerks. Lieutenant 

Blandford remembered one night in particular, the worst of i he fighting, when his plane had been 

caught in the midst of a pack of Zeros. He had seen the grinning face of one of the enemy pilots. In 

one of his letters he had confessed to her that he often felt fear, and only a few days before this battle, 

he had received her answer. "Of course you fear ... all brave men do. Didn't King David know fear? 

That's why he wrote the Twenty-third Psalm. Next time you doubt yourself, I want you to hear my 

voice reciting to you: "Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I shall fear no 

evil, for Thou ail with me..." And he had remembered, he had heard her imagined voice, and it had 

renewed his strength and skill. Now he was going to hear her real voice. Four minutes to six. His 

face grew sharp. Under the immense, starred roof, people were walking fast, like threads of color 

being woven into a gray web. A girl passed close to him and Lieutenant Blandford started. She was 

wearing a red flower in her suit lapel, but it was a crimson sweet pea, not the little red rose they had 

agreed upon. Besides, this girl was too young, about eighteen, whereas Hollis Meynell had frankly 

told him she was thirty. "Well, what of it?" he had answered. "I'm thirty-two." He was twenty-nine. 

His mind went back to that book — the book the Lord Himself must have put into his hands out of the 

hundreds of army library books sent to the Florida training camp, Of Human Bondage, it was; and 

throughout the book were notes in a woman's writing. He had always hated that writing-in habit, but 

these remarks were different. He had never believed that a woman could see into a man's heart so 

tenderly, so understandingly. Her name was on the bookplate: Hollis Meynell. He had got hold of a 

New York City Telephone book and found her address. He had written, she had answered. Next day 

he had been shipped out but they had gone on writing. For thirteen months she had faithfully replied, 

and more than replied. When his letters did not arrive, she wrote anyway, and now he believed he 

loved her, and she loved him. But she had refused all his pleas to send him her photograph. That 

seemed rather bad, of course. But she had explained: "If your feeling for me has any reality, any 

honest basis, what I look like won't matter. Suppose I'm beautiful. I'd always be haunted by the feeling 

that you had been taking a chance on just that, and that kind of love would disgust me. Suppose I'm 

plain (and you must admit that this is more likely). Then I'd always fear that you were going on 

writing to me only because you were lonely and had no one else. No, don't ask for my picture. When 

you come to New York, you shall see me and then you shall make your decision. 

Remember, both of us are free to stop or to go on after that — whichever we choose..." The girl 

in the green suit was walking quickly away. One minute to six... Then Lieutenant Blandford's heart 

leaped higher than his plane had ever done. A young woman was coming toward him. Her figure was 

long and slim; her blond hair lay back in curls from her delicate ears. Her eyes were blue as flowers; 

her lips and chin had a'; gentle firmness. In her pale green suit she was like springtime come alive. 

He started toward her, entirely forgetting to notice that she was wearing no rose, and as he moved, 
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a small, provocative smile curved her lips. "Going my way, soldier?" she murmured. Uncontrollably, 

he made one step closer to her. Then he saw Hollis Meynell. She was standing almost directly behind 

the girl, a woman well past forty, her graying hair tucked under a worn hat. She was more than 

plump; her thick-ankled feet were thrust into low-heeled shoes. But she wore a red rose in the rumpled 

lapel of her brown coat. The girl in the green suit was walking quickly away. ,,, Blandford felt as 

though he were being split in two, so keen was his desire to follow the girl, yet so deep was his longing 

for the woman whose spirit had truly companioned and upheld his own; and there she stood. Her 

pale, plump face was gentle and sensible; he could see that now. Her gray eyes had ,i warm, kindly 

twinkle. Lieutenant Blandford did not hesitate. His fingers gripped the small, worn, blue leather copy 

of Of Human Bondage which was to identify him to lier. This would not be love, but it would be 

something precious, something perhaps even farer than love — a friendship for which he had been 

and must eyer be grateful... ; He squared his broad shoulders, saluted, and held the book out toward 

the woman, although even while he spoke he felt choked by the bitterness of his disappointment. "I'm 

Lieutenant John Blandford, and you — you are Miss Meynell. I'm so glad you could meet me. May 

— may I take you to dinner?" The woman's face broadened in a tolerant smile. "I don't know what 

this is all about, son," she answered. "That young lady in the green suit — the one who just went by 

— begged me to wear this rose on my coat. And she said that if you asked me to go out with you, I 

should tell you that she's waiting for you in that big restaurant across the street. She said it was some 

kind of a test. I've got two boys with Uncle Sam myself, so I didn't mind to oblige you." 

 

TASK 7 

The author of the literary work organizes polyphony, offering different angles of perception of 

the same situation, through the types of narration:  

● the author’s narrative (the 3rd person narration) / the entrusted narrative (the 1st 

person narration);  

● dialogue, where personages express their mind in the form of uttered speech;  

● interior speech, which allows the readers to observe thoughts, ideas and views of the 

character;  

● represented (reported) inner / uttered speech, which shows the mental reproduction 

of words / thoughts of the character (V. A. Kukharenko). 

 

Practical task: analyze the types of narration of the following text.  
 

The Luncheon (Somerset Maugham) 
I caught sight of her at the play and in answer to her beckoning I went over during the interval 

and sat down beside her. It was long since I had last seen her and if someone had not mentioned her 

name I do not think I would have recognized her. She addressed me brightly. 

"Well, it's many years since we first met. How time flies! We are not getting any younger. Do 

you remember the first time I saw you? You asked me to luncheon." 

Did I remember? 

It was twenty years ago and I was living in Paris. I had a tiny apartment in the Latin Quarter 

and I was earning barely enough money to keep body and soul together. She had read a book of mine 

and had written to me about it. I answered, thanking her, and presently I received from her another 

letter saying that she was passing through Paris and would like to have a chat with me; but her time 

was limited and the only free moment she had was on the following Thursday. She asked me if I would 

give her a little luncheon at Foyot's. Foyot's is a restaurant at which the French senators eat and it 

was so far beyond my means that I had never even thought of going there. But I was flattered and I 

was too young to say no to a woman. I had eighty francs to live on till the end of the month and a 

modest luncheon should not cost more than fifteen. If I cut out coffee for the next two weeks I could 

manage well enough. 

I answered that I would meet her at Foyot's on Thursday at half past twelve. 
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She was not so young as I expected and in appearance imposing rather than attractive. She was 

in fact a woman of forty, and she gave me the impression of having more teeth, white and large and 

even, than were necessary for any practical purpose. She was talkative, but since she seemed inclined 

to talk about me I was prepared to be an attentive listener. I was startled when the menu was brought, 

for the prices were a great deal higher than I had expected. But she reassured me. 

“I never eat anything for luncheon," she said. 

"Oh, don't say that!" I answered generously. 

"I never eat more than one thing. I think people eat too much nowadays. A little fish, perhaps. 

I wonder if they have any salmon." 

Well, it was early in the year for salmon and it was not on the menu, but I asked the waiter if 

there was any. Yes, they had a beautiful salmon, it was the first they had had. I ordered it for my 

guest. The waiter asked her if she would have something while it was being cooked. 

"No," she answered, "I never eat more than one thing. Unless you had a little caviar.' I never 

mind caviar." 

My heart sank a little. I knew I could not afford caviar, but I could not tell her that. I told the 

waiter by all means to bring caviar. For myself I chose the cheapest dish on the menu and that was a 

mutton chop. 

"I think you're unwise to eat meat," she said. "I don't know how you can expect to work after 

eating heavy things like chops. I never overload my stomach." 

Then came the question of drink. 

"I never drink anything for luncheon," she said. 

"Neither do I," I answered promptly. 

"Except white wine," she went on as though I had not spoken. "These French white wines are 

so light. They are wonderful for the digestion." 

"What would you like?" I asked her. 

"My doctor won't let me drink anything but champagne." I think I turned a little pale. I ordered 

half a bottle. I mentioned casually that my doctor had absolutely forbidden me to drink champagne. 

"What are you going to drink, then?" 

"Water."  

She ate the caviar and she ate the salmon. She talked gaily of art and literature and music. But 

I wondered what the bill would come to. When my mutton chop arrived she said: 

"I see that you're in the habit of eating a heavy luncheon. I'm sure it's a mistake. Why don't you 

follow my example and just eat one thing? I'm sure you'd feel much better then." 

"I am only going to eat one thing," I said, as the waiter came again with the menu. She waved 

him aside with a light gesture. 

"No, no, I never eat anything for luncheon. Just a bite, I never want more than that. I can't eat 

anything more unless they had some of those giant asparagus. I should be sorry to leave Paris without 

having some of them." 

My heart sank. I had seen them in the shops and I knew that they were horribly expensive. My 

mouth had often watered at the sight of them.  

"Madame wants to know if you have any of those giant asparagus," I asked the waiter. 

I hoped he would say no. A happy smile spread over his broad face, and he assured me that 

they had some so large, so splendid, so tender, that it was a marvel. 

"I'm not in the least hungry," my guest sighed, "but if you insist I don't mind having some 

asparagus. 

I ordered them. 

"Aren't you going to have any?" 

"No, I never eat asparagus." 

"I know there are people who don't like them." 

We waited for the asparagus to be cooked. Panic seized me. It was not a question now how 

much money I should have left for the rest of the month, but whether I had enough to pay the bill. It 

would be terrible to find myself ten francs short and be obliged to borrow from my guest. I could not 
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bring myself to do that. I knew exactly how much money I had and if the bill came to more I made up 

my mind that I would put my hand in my pocket and with a dramatic cry start up and say my money 

had been stolen. If she had not money enough to pay the bill then the only thing to do would be to 

leave my watch and say I would come back and pay later. 

The asparagus appeared. They were enormous and appetizing. The smell of the melted butter 

tickled my nostrils. I watched the woman send them down her throat and in my polite way I talked on 

the condition of the drama in the Balkans. At last she finished. 

"Coffee?" I said. 

"Yes, just an ice-cream and coffee," she answered. 

It was all the same to me now, so I ordered coffee for myself and an ice-cream and coffee for 

her. 

"You know, there's one thing I thoroughly believe in," she said, as she ate the ice-cream. "One 

should always get up from a meal feeling one could eat a little more." 

"Are you still hungry?" I asked faintly. 

"Oh, no, I'm not hungry; you see, I don't eat luncheon. I have a cup of coffee in the morning 

and then dinner, but I never eat more than one thing for luncheon. I was speaking for you." 

"Oh, I see!" 

Then a terrible thing happened. While we were waiting for the coffee, the head waiter, with a 

smile on his false face, came up to us bearing a large basket full of huge peaches. Peaches were not 

in season then. Lord knew what they cost. I knew too — a little later, for my guest, going on with her 

conversation, absent-mindedly took one.  

"You see, you've filled your stomach with a lot of meat and you can't eat any more. But I've just 

had a snack and I shall enjoy a peach." 

The bill came and when I paid it I found that I had only enough for a quite inadequate tip. Her 

eyes rested for a moment on the three francs I left for the waiter and I knew that she thought me mean. 

But when I walked out of the restaurant I had the whole month before me and not a penny in my 

pocket. 

"Follow my example," she said as we shook hands, "and never eat more than one thing for 

luncheon." 

"I'll do better than that," I answered. "I'll eat nothing for dinner tonight." 

"Humorist!" she cried gaily, jumping into a cab. "You're quite a humorist!" 

But I have had my revenge at last. Today she weighs twenty-one stone.'  

 

TASK 8 

The phono-graphical stylistic devices are based on phonemic and / or graphemic foregrounding 

(V. A. Kucharenko): 

1. Alliteration is repetition of (initial) consonants; 

2. Assonance is repetition of stressed vowels; 

3. Onomatopoeia is sound imitation; 

4.  Graphon is a violation of the graphical shape of the word / utterance; 

5. Change of print (italics, bold type, underlined, different colour or font); 

6. Capitalization is observed when the whole word / utterance is capitalized; 

7. Hyphenation is spelling or syllable division with hyphens; 

8. Multiplication is repetition of graphemes; 

9. Lay out is artistic spacing of lines. 

 

Practical task: analyze the phono-graphical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

The Wind Blows (Katherine Mansfield) 

Suddenly–dreadfully–she wakes up. What has happened? Something dreadful has happened. 

No–nothing has happened. It is only the wind shaking the house, rattling the windows, banging a 

piece of iron on the roof and making her bed tremble. Leaves flutter past the window, up and away; 
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down in the avenue a whole newspaper wags in the air like a lost kite and falls, spiked on a pine tree. 

It is cold. Summer is over–it is autumn–everything is ugly. The carts rattle by, swinging from side to 

side; two Chinamen lollop along under their wooden yokes with the straining vegetable baskets–their 

pigtails and blue blouses fly out in the wind. A white dog on three legs yelps past the gate. It is all 

over! What is? Oh, everything! And she begins to plait her hair with shaking fingers, not daring to 

look in the glass. Mother is talking to grandmother in the hall. 

"A perfect idiot! Imagine leaving anything out on the line in weather like this. . . . Now my best 

little Teneriffe-work teacloth is simply in ribbons. What is that extraordinary smell? It's the porridge 

burning. Oh, heavens–this wind!"   

She has a music lesson at ten o'clock. At the thought the minor movement of the Beethoven 

begins to play in her head, the trills long and terrible like little rolling drums. . . . Marie Swainson 

runs into the garden next door to pick the "chrysanths" before they are ruined. Her skirt flies up 

above her waist; she tries to beat it down, to tuck it between her legs while she stoops, but it is no 

use–up it flies. All the trees and bushes beat about her. She picks as quickly as she can, but she is 

quite distracted. She doesn't mind what she does–she pulls the plants up by the roots and bends and 

twists them, stamping her foot and swearing. 

"For heaven's sake keep the front door shut! Go round to the back," shouts someone. And then 

she hears Bogey: 

"Mother, you're wanted on the telephone. Telephone, Mother. It's the butcher." 

How hideous life is–revolting, simply revolting. . . . And now her hat-elastic's snapped. Of 

course it would. She'll wear her old tam and slip out the back way. But Mother has seen. 

"Matilda. Matilda. Come back im-me-diately! What on earth have you got on your head? It 

looks like a tea cosy. And why have you got that mane of hair on your forehead." 

"I can't come back, Mother. I'll be late for my lesson." 

"Come back immediately!"  

She won't. She won't. She hates Mother. "Go to hell," she shouts, running down the road. 

In waves, in clouds, in big round whirls the dust comes stinging, and with it little bits of straw 

and chaff and manure. There is a loud roaring sound from the trees in the gardens, and standing at 

the bottom of the road outside Mr. Bullen's gate she can hear the sea sob: "Ah! . . . Ah! . . . Ah-h!" 

But Mr. Bullen's drawing-room is as quiet as a cave. The windows are closed, the blinds half-pulled, 

and she is not late. The-girl-before-her has just started playing MacDowell's "To an Iceberg." Mr. 

Bullen looks over at her and half smiles. 

"Sit down," he says. "Sit over there in the sofa corner, little lady." 

How funny he is. He doesn't exactly laugh at you . . . but there is just something. . . . Oh, how 

peaceful it is here. She likes this room. It smells of art serge and stale smoke and chrysanthemums . . 

. there is a big vase of them on the mantelpiece behind the pale photograph of Rubinstein . . . á mon 

ami Robert Bullen. . . . . Over the black glittering piano hangs "Solitude"–a dark tragic woman 

draped in white, sitting on a rock, her knees crossed, her chin on her hands. 

"No, no!" says Mr. Bullen, and he leans over the other girl, puts his arms over her shoulders 

and plays the passage for her. The stupid–she's blushing! How ridiculous!  

Now the-girl-before-her has gone; the front door slams. Mr. Bullen comes back and walks up 

and down, very softly, waiting for her. What an extraordinary thing. Her fingers tremble so that she 

can't undo the knot in the music satchel. It's the wind. . . . And her heart beats so hard she feels it 

must lift her blouse up and down. Mr. Bullen does not say a word. The shabby red piano seat is long 

enough for two people to sit side by side. Mr. Bullen sits down by her. 

"Shall I begin with scales?" she asks, squeezing her hands together. "I had some arpeggios, 

too." 

But he does not answer. She doesn't believe he even hears . . . and then suddenly his fresh hand 

with the ring on it reaches over and opens Beethoven. 

"Let's have a little of the old master," he says. 

But why does he speak so kindly–so awfully kindly–and as though they had known each other 

for years and years and knew everything about each other. 
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He turns the page slowly. She watches his hand–it is a very nice hand and always looks as 

though it had just been washed. 

"Here we are," says Mr. Bullen. 

Oh, that kind voice–Oh, that minor movement. Here come the little drums. . . . 

"Shall I take the repeat?" 

"Yes, dear child." 

His voice is far, far too kind. The crotchets and quavers are dancing up and down the stave like 

little black boys on a fence. Why is he so . . . She will not cry–she has nothing to cry about. . . . 

"What is it, dear child?" 

Mr. Bullen takes her hands. His shoulder is there–just by her head. She leans on it ever so little, 

her cheek against the springy tweed. 

"Life is so dreadful," she murmurs, but she does not feel it's dreadful at all. He says something 

about "waiting" and "marking time" and "that rare thing, a woman," but she does not hear. It is so 

comfortable . . . for ever . . . 

Suddenly the door opens and in pops Marie Swainson, hours before her time. 

"Take the allegretto a little faster," says Mr. Bullen, and gets up and begins to walk up and 

down again. 

"Sit in the sofa corner, little lady," he says to Marie. 

The wind, the wind. It's frightening to be here in her room by herself. The bed, the mirror, the 

white jug and basin gleam like the sky outside. It's the bed that is frightening. There it lies, sound 

asleep.. . . Does Mother imagine for one moment that she is going to darn all those stockings knotted 

up on the quilt like a coil of snakes? She's not. No, Mother. I do not see why I should. . . . The wind–

the wind! There's a funny smell of  soot blowing down the chimney. Hasn't anyone written poems to 

the wind? . . . "I bring fresh flowers to the leaves and showers." . . . What nonsense. 

"Is that you, Bogey?" 

"Come for a walk round the esplanade, Matilda. I can't stand this any longer." 

"Right-o. I'll put on my ulster. Isn't it an awful day!" Bogey's ulster is just like hers. Hooking 

the collar she looks at herself in the glass. Her face is white, they have the same excited eyes and hot 

lips. Ah, they know those two in the glass. Good-bye, dears; we shall be back soon. 

"This is better, isn't it?" 

"Hook on," says Bogey. 

They cannot walk fast enough. Their heads bent, their legs just touching, they stride like one 

eager person through the town, down the asphalt zigzag where the fennel grows wild, and on to the 

esplanade. It is dusky–just getting dusky. The wind is so strong that they have to fight their way 

through it, rocking like two old drunkards. All the poor little pahutukawas on the esplanade are bent 

to the ground. 

"Come on! Come on! Let's get near." 

Over by the breakwater the sea is very high. They pull off their hats and her hair blows across 

her mouth, tasting of salt. The sea is so high that the waves do not break at all; they thump against 

the rough stone wall and suck up the weedy,  dripping steps. A fine spray skims from the water right 

across the esplanade. They are covered with drops; the inside of her mouth tastes wet and cold. 

Bogey's voice is breaking. When he speaks he rushes up and down the scale. It's funny–it makes 

you laugh–and yet it just suits the day. The wind carries their voices–away fly the sentences like 

narrow ribbons. 

"Quicker! Quicker!" 

It is getting very dark. In the harbour the coal hulks show two lights–one high on a mast, and 

one from the stern. 

"Look, Bogey. Look over there." 

A big black steamer with a long loop of smoke streaming, with the portholes lighted, with lights 

everywhere, is putting out to sea. The wind does not stop her; she cuts through the waves, making for 

the open gate between the pointed rocks that leads to . . . It's the light that makes her look so awfully 

beautiful and mysterious. . . . They are on board leaning over the rail arm in arm. 
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" . . . Who are they?" 

" . . . Brother and sister." 

"Look, Bogey, there's the town. Doesn't it look small? There's the post office clock chiming for 

the last time. There's the esplanade where we walked that windy day. Do you remember? I cried at 

my music lesson that day–how many years ago ! Good-bye, little island, good-bye. . . . "  

Now the dark stretches a wing over the tumbling water. They can't see those two any more. 

Good-bye, good-bye. Don't forget. . . . But the ship is gone, now. 

The wind–the wind. 

TASK 9 

The morphological stylistic devices are based on the foregrounding of morphemes by means of 

their reiteration or extension of their valency (V. A. Kucharenko): 

1. Affixational repetition is a repetition of prefixes or/and suffixes; 

2. Root repetition is a repetition of the root morpheme; 

3. Occasional words are created for one occasion only. 

 

Practical task: analyze the morphological stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

What the Moon Brings (Howard Lovecraft) 
I hate the moon - I am afraid of it - for when it shines on certain scenes familiar and loved it 

sometimes makes them unfamiliar and hideous.  

It was in the spectral summer when the moon shone down on the old garden where I wandered; 

the spectral summer of narcotic flowers and humid seas of foliage that bring wild and many-coloured 

dreams. And as I walked by the shallow crystal stream I saw unwonted ripples tipped with yellow 

light, as if those placid waters were drawn on in resistless currents to strange oceans that are not in 

the world. Silent and sparkling, bright and baleful, those moon-cursed waters hurried I knew not 

whither; whilst from the embowered banks white lotos-blossoms fluttered one by one in the opiate 

night-wind and dropped despairingly into the stream, swirling away horribly under the arched, 

carven bridge, and staring back with the sinister resignation of calm, dead faces.  

And as I ran along the shore, crushing sleeping flowers with heedless feet and maddened ever 

by the fear of unknown things and the lure of the dead faces, I saw that the garden had no end under 

that moon; for where by day the walls were, there stretched now only new vistas of trees and paths, 

flowers and shrubs, stone idols and pagodas, and bendings of the yellow-litten stream past grassy 

banks and under grotesque bridges of marble. And the lips of the dead lotos-faces whispered sadly, 

and bade me follow, nor did I cease my steps till the stream became a river, and joined amidst marshes 

of swaying reeds and beaches of gleaming sand the shore of a vast and nameless sea.  

Upon that sea the hateful moon shone, and over its unvocal waves weird perfumes breeded. 

And as I saw therein the lotos-faces vanish, I longed for nets that I might capture them and learn from 

them the secrets which the moon had brought upon the night. But when that moon went over to the 

west and the still tide ebbed from the sullen shore, I saw in that light old spires that the waves almost 

uncovered, and white columns gay with festoons of green seaweed. And knowing that to this sunken 

place all the dead had come, I trembled and did not wish again to speak with the lotos-faces.  

Yet when I saw afar out in the sea a black condor descend from the sky to seek rest on a vast 

reef, I would fain have questioned him, and asked him of those whom I had known when they were 

alive. This I would have asked him had he not been so far away, but he was very far, and could not 

be seen at all when he drew nigh that gigantic reef.  

So I watched the tide go out under that sinking moon, and saw gleaming the spires, the towers, 

and the roofs of that dead, dripping city. And as I watched, my nostrils tried to close against the 

perfume-conquering stench of the world's dead; for truly, in this unplaced and forgotten spot had all 

the flesh of the churchyards gathered for puffy sea-worms to gnaw and glut upon.  

Over these horrors the evil moon now hung very low, but the puffy worms of the sea need no 

moon to feed by. And as I watched the ripples that told of the writhing of worms beneath, I felt a new 
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chill from afar out whither the condor had flown, as if my flesh had caught a horror before my eyes 

had seen it.  

Nor had my flesh trembled without cause, for when I raised my eyes I saw that the waters had 

ebbed very low, shewing much of the vast reef whose rim I had seen before. And when I saw that the 

reef was but the black basalt crown of a shocking eikon whose monstrous forehead now shown in the 

dim moonlight and whose vile hooves must paw the hellish ooze miles below, I shrieked and shrieked 

lest the hidden face rise above the waters, and lest the hidden eyes look at me after the slinking away 

of that leering and treacherous yellow moon.  

And to escape this relentless thing I plunged gladly and unhesitantly into the stinking shallows 

where amidst weedy walls and sunken streets fat sea-worms feast upon the world's dead. 

 

TASK 10 

The lexical stylistic devices are based on the foregrounding of lexemes. They fall into 4 groups: 

devices based on the interaction of logical (dictionary) and contextual meanings; devices based on 

the interaction of denotative and connotative (emotive) meanings; devices based on the interaction of 

denotative and nominative meanings; devices based on the interaction of 2 logical meanings of a 

polysemantic word or 2 homophones. 

 

Group A includes devices based on the interaction of logical (dictionary) and contextual 

meanings: 

1. Metaphor is based on association of likeness between 2 phenomena (additional subtypes: 

personification – likeness between non-humans and humans; zoosemy: likeness between non-

animals and animals); 

2. Metonymy is association of contiguity between 2 phenomena (additional subtype: synecdoche – 

association between the part and the whole); 

3. Irony is reversed evaluation (additional subtype: bitter irony – sarcasm). 

 

Practical task: analyze the lexical stylistic devices of the following text.  
 

ANGELA CARTER (The Werewolf)  

Is a northern country; they have cold weather, they have cold hearts.  

Cold; tempest; wild beasts in the forest. It is a hard life. Their houses are built of logs, dark 

and smoky within. There will be a crude icon of the virgin behind a guttering candle, the leg of a pig 

hung up to cure, a string of drying mushrooms. A bed, a stool, a table. Harsh, brief, poor lives. 

 To these upland woodsmen, the Devil is as real as you or I. More so; they have not seen us 

nor even know that we exist, but the Devil they glimpse often in the graveyards, those bleak and 

touching townships of the dead where the graves are marked with portraits of the deceased in the naïf 
style and there are no flowers to put in front of them, no flowers grow there, so they put out small, 

votive offerings, little loaves, sometimes a cake that the bears come lumbering from the margins of 

the forest to snatch away. At midnight, especially on Walpurgisnacht, the Devil holds picnics in the 

graveyards and invites the witches; then they dig up fresh corpses, and eat them. Anyone will tell you 

that.  

Wreaths of garlic on the doors keep out the vampires. A blue-eyed child born feet first on the 

night of St John's Eve will have second sight. When they discover a witch - some old woman whose 

cheeses ripen when her neighbours' do not, another old woman whose black cat, oh, sinister! follows 

her about all the time, they strip the crone, search for her marks, for the supernumerary nipple her 

familiar sucks. They soon find it. Then they stone her to death. 

 Winter and cold weather.  

Go and visit grandmother, who has been sick. Take her the oatcakes I’ve baked for her on the 

hearthstone and a little pot of butter.  
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The good child does as her mother bids - five miles' trudge through the forest; do not leave 

the path because of the bears, the wild boar, the starving wolves. Here, take your father's hunting 

knife; you know how to use it.  

The child had a scabby coat of sheepskin to keep out the cold, she knew the forest too well to 

fear it but she must always be on her guard. When she heard that freezing howl of a wolf, she dropped 

her gifts, seized her knife and turned on the beast.  

It was a huge one, with red eyes and running, grizzled chops; any but a mountaineer's child 

would have died of fright at the sight of it. It went for her throat, as wolves do, but she made a great 

swipe at it with her father's knife and slashed off its right forepaw.  

The wolf let out a gulp, almost a sob, when it saw what had happened to it; wolves are less 

brave than they seem. It went lolloping off disconsolately between the trees as well as it could on 

three legs, leaving a trail of blood behind it. The child wiped the blade of her knife clean on her 

apron, wrapped up the wolf’s paw in the cloth in which her mother had packed the oatcakes and went 

on towards her grandmother's house. Soon it came on to snow so thickly that the path and any 

footsteps, track or spoor that might have been upon it were obscured.  

She found her grandmother was so sick she had taken to her bed and fallen into a fretful sleep, 

moaning and shaking so that the child guessed she had a fever. She felt the forehead, it burned. She 

shook out the cloth from her basket, to use it to make the old woman a cold compress, and the wolf’s 

paw fell to the floor. 

 But it was no longer a wolf’s paw. It was a hand, chopped off at the wrist, a hand toughened 

with work and freckled with old age. There was a wedding ring on the third finger and a wart on the 

index finger. By the wart, she knew it for her grandmother's hand.  

She pulled back the sheet but the old woman woke up, at that, and began to struggle, 

squawking and shrieking like a thing possessed. But the child was strong, and armed with her father's 

hunting knife; she managed to hold her grandmother down long enough to see the cause of her fever. 

There was a bloody stump where her right hand should have been, festering already.  

The child crossed herself and cried out so loud the neighbours heard her and come rushing 

in. They knew the wart on the hand at once for a witch's nipple; they drove the old woman, in her 

shift as she was, out into the snow with sticks, beating her old carcass as far as the edge of the forest, 

and pelted her with stones until she fell down dead. Now the child lived in her grandmother's house; 

she prospered. 

 

TASK 11 

Group B includes the devices based on the interaction of denotative and connotative (emotive) 

meanings: 

4. Epithet is a subjective characteristic of a phenomenon (structural subtypes: single, pairs, chains, 

two-step, phrase, inverted, sentence; semantic subtypes: affective (emotive), transferred 

(figurative): metaphoric, metonymic, simile-like); 

5. Hyperbole is intentional exaggeration of a phenomenon (subtype: understatement – intentional 

underestimation); 

6. Oxymoron is a word combination, consisting of 2 contrasting ideas.  

 

Practical task: analyze the lexical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

The Last Tea (Dorothy Parker) 

The young man in the chocolate-brown suit sat down at the table, where the girl with the 

artificial camellia had been sitting for forty minutes. 

"Guess I must be late1 he said. "Sorry you been waiting." 

"Oh, goodness!" she said. "I just got here myself, just about a second ago. 1 simply went ahead 

and ordered because I was dying for a cup of tea. 1 was late, myself. 1 haven't been here more than 

a minute." 
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That's good," he said. "Hey, hey, easy on the sugar - one lump is fair enough. And take away 

those cakes. Terrible! Do I feel terrible!" "Ah," she said, "you do? Ah. Whadda matter?" "Oh, I'm 

ruined," he said. I'm in terrible shape." 

"Ah, the poor boy," she said. "Was it feelin' mizzable? Ah, and it came way up here to meet me! 

You shouldn't have done that - I'd have understood. Ah, just think of it coming all the way up here 

when it’s so sick!" 

"Oh, that's all right," he said "I might as well be here as any place else. Any place is like any 

other place, the way I feel today. Oh. I'm all shot.' 

"Why, that's just awful," she said. "Why, you, poor sick thing. Goodness, 1 hope it isn't 

influenza. They say there's a lot of it around" 

"Influenza!" he said. "I wish that was all I had. Oh, I'm poisoned. I'm through, I'm off the stuff 

for life. Know what time I got to bed? Twenty minutes past five, A. M., this morning. What a night! 

What an evening!" 

"I thought," she said, "that you were going to stay at the office and work late. You said you'd 

be working every night this week.'' 

"Yeah, I know," he said. "But it gave me the jumps, thinking about going down there and sitting; 

at that desk. I went up to May's - she was throwing a party. Say, there was somebody there said they 

knew you." 

"Honestly?" she said. "Man or woman?" 

"Dame," he said. "Name's Carol McCall. Say, why haven't 1 been told about her before? That's 

what I call a girl. What a looker she is!" "Oh, really?" she said. "That's funny -1 never heard of 

anyone that thought that. I've heard people say she was sort of nice-looking, if she wouldn't make up 

so much. But I never heard of anyone that thought she was pretty." "Pretty is right" he said. "What a 

couple of eyes she's got on her!" "Really?" she said. "I never noticed them particularly. But I haven't 

seen her for a long time - sometimes people change, or something." "She says she used to go to school 

with you," he said. 

"Well, we went to the same school," she said, "I simply happened to go to public school because 

it happened to be right near us, and Mother hated to have me crossing streets: But she was three or 

four classes ahead of me. She's ages older than I am." 

"She's three or four classes ahead of them all," he said. "Dance! Can she step! 'Burn your 

clothes, baby, 'I kept telling her. I must have been fried pretty." "1 was out dancing myself, last night," 

she said. "Wally Dillon and I. He's just been pestering me to go out with him. He's the most wonderful 

dancer. Goodness! I didn't get home till I don't know what time. I must look just simply a wreck. Don't 

I?" "You look all right," he said. 

"Wally's crazy,' she said. "The things he says! For some crazy reason or olher, he's got it into 

his head that I've got beautiful eyes, and, well, he just kept talking about them till I didn't know where 

to look, 1 was so embarrassed. I got so red, I thought everybody in the place would be looking at me. 

I got just as red as a brick. Beautiful eyes! Isn't he crazy?" "He's all right," he said. Say, this little 

McCall girl, she's had all kinds of offers to go into moving pictures. "Why don't you go ahead and 

go?" 1 told her. But she says she doesn't feel like it." 

"There was a man up at the lake, two summers ago," she said. "He was a director or something 

with one of the big moving-picture people — oh, he had all kinds of influence! - and he used to keep 

insisting and insisting that 1 ought to be in the movies. Said I ought to be doing sort of Garbo parts. 

1 used to just laugh at him. Imagine!" 

"She's had about a million offers," he said. "I told her to go ahead and go. She keeps getting 

these offers all the time.' 

"Oh, really?" she said. "Oh, listen, I knew I had something to ask you. Did you call me up last 

night, by any chance?" "Me?" he said. "No, I didn't call you." 

"While I was out, Mother said this man's voice kept calling up," she said. "I thought maybe it 

might be you, by some chance. I wonder who it could have been. Oh — I guess I know who it was. 

Yes, that's who it was!" 
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"No, I didn't call you," he said. "I couldn't have seen a telephone last night. What a head I had 

on me, this morning! I called Carol up, around ten, and she said she was feeling great. Can that girl 

hold her liquor!" 

"It's a funny thing about me," she said. "It just makes me feel sort of sick to see a girl drink. It's 

just something in me, I guess. I don't mind a man so much, but it makes me feel perfectly terrible to 

see a girl get intoxicated. It's just the way I am, I suppose.' 

"Does she carry it!" he said. "And then feels great the next day. There's a girl! Hey, what are 

you doing there? I don't want any more tea, thanks. I'm not one of these tea boys. And these tea rooms 

give me the jumps. Look at all those old dames, will you? Enough to give you the jumps." 

"Of course, if you'd rather be some place, drinking, with I don't know what kinds of people," 

she said, "I'm sure I don't see how I can help that. Goodness, there are enough people that are glad 

enough to take me to tea. I don't know how many people keep calling me up and pestering me to take 

me to tea. Plenty of people!" 

"All right, all right, I'm here, aren't I?" he said "Keep your hair on." "I could name them all 

day," she said. "All right," he said. "What's here to crab about?" 

"Goodness, it isn't any of my business what you do," she said. "But I hate to see you wasting 

your time with people that aren't nearly good enough for you. That's all." 

"No need worrying over me," he said. "I'll be all right. Listen. You don't have to worry." 

"It's just I don't like to see you wasting your time," she said, "staying up all night and then 

feeling terribly the next day. Ah, I was forgetting he was so sick. Ah, I was mean, wasn't I, scolding 

him when he was so mizzable. Poor boy. How's he feel now?" 

"Oh, I'm all right," he said. "I feel fine. You want anything else? How about getting a check? 1 

got to make a telephone call before six." 

"Oh, really?" she said. "Calling up Carol?" 

"She said she might be in around now," he said. 

"Seeing her tonight?" she said. 

"She's going to let me know when 1 call up," he said. "She's probably got about a million dates. 

Why?" 

"I was just wondering," she said. "Goodness, I've got to fly! I'm having dinner with Wally, and 

he's so crazy, he's probably there now. He's called me up about a hundred times today." 

"Wait till I pay the check," he said, "and I'll put you on a bus." 

"Oh, don't bother," she said. "It's right at the corner. I've got to fly. 1 suppose 

you want to stay and call up your friend from here?" 

"It's an idea," he said. Sure you'll be all right?' 

"Oh, sure," she said. Busily she gathered her gloves and purse, and left her chair. He rose, not 

quite fully, as she stopped beside him. "When’ll I see you again?" she said. 

"I'll call you up," he said. "I'm all tied up, down at the office and everything. Tell you what I'll 

do. I'll give you a ring." 

"Honestly, I have more dates!" she said. "It's terrible. I don't know when I'll have a minute. But 

you call up, will you?" 

"I'll do that," he said. "Take care of yourself." "You take care of yourself," she said. "Hope 

you'll feel all right." "Oh, I'm fine," he said. "Just beginning to come back to life." "Be sure and let 

me know how you feel," she said. "Will you? Sure, now? Well, good-bye. Oh, have a good time 

tonight!" "Thanks," he said. "Hope you have a good time, too.' 

"Oh, I will," she said. "I expect to. I've got to rush! Oh, 1 nearly forgot! Thanks ever so much 

for the tea. It was lovely." "Be yourself, will you?" he said. 

"It was," she said. "Well. Now don't forget to call me up, will you? Sure? Well, good-by." "So 

long," he said. 

She walked on down the little line between the blue-painted tables. 

 

TASK 12 

Group C includes a device based on the interaction of denotative and nominative meanings: 
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7. Antonomasia is observed when: 1) a proper name turns into common; 2) a common noun or 

phrase turns into a proper name. 

 

Practical task: analyze the lexical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

Mr. Know-All (W. Somerset Maugham) 
I was prepared to dislike Max Kelada even before I knew him. The war had just finished and 

the passenger traffic in the ocean going liners was heavy. Accommodation was very hard to get and 

you had to put up with whatever the agents chose to offer you. You could not hope for a cabin to 

yourself and I was thankful to be given one in which there were only two berths. But when I was told 

the name of my companion my heart sank. It suggested closed portholes and the night air rigidly 

excluded. It was bad enough to share a cabin for fourteen days with anyone (I was going from San 

Francisco to Yokohama), but I should have looked upon it with less dismay if my fellow passenger's 

name had been Smith or Brown. 

When I went on board I found Mr. Kelada's luggage already below. I did not like the look of it; 

there were too many labels on the suitcases, and the wardrobe trunk was too big. He had unpacked 

his toilet things, and I observed that he was a patron of the excellent Monsieur Coty; for I saw on the 

washing-stand his scent, his hairwash and his brilliantine. 

Mr. Kelada's brushes, ebony with his monogram in gold, would have been all the better for a 

scrub. I did not at all like Mr. Kelada. I made my way into the smoking-room. I called for a pack of 

cards and began to play patience. 

I had scarcely started before a man came up to me and asked me if he was right in thinking my 

name was so and so. 

"I am Mr. Kelada," he added, with a smile that showed a row of flashing teeth, and sat down. 

"Oh, yes, we're sharing a cabin, I think." 

"Bit of luck, I call it. You never know who you're going to be put in with. I was jolly glad when 

I heard you were English. I'm all for us English sticking together when we're abroad, if you 

understand what I mean." 

I blinked. 

"Are you English?" I asked, perhaps tactlessly. 

"Rather. You don't think I look like an American, do you? British to the backbone, that's what 

I am." 

To prove it, Mr. Kelada took out of his pocket a passport and airily waved it under my nose. 

King George 

has many strange subjects. Mr. Kelada was short and of a sturdy build, clean-shaven and dark 

skinned, with a fleshy, hooked nose and very large lustrous and liquid eyes. His long black hair was 

sleek and curly. He spoke with a fluency in which there was nothing English and his gestures were 

exuberant. I felt pretty sure that a closer inspection of that British passport would have betrayed the 

fact that Mr. Kelada was born under a bluer sky than is generally seen in England. 

"What will you have?" he asked me. 

I looked at him doubtfully. Prohibition was in force and to all appearances the ship was bone 

dry. When I am not thirsty I do not know which I dislike more, ginger ale or lemon squash. But Mr. 

Kelada flashed an oriental smile at me. 

"Whisky and soda or a dry martini, you have only to say the word." 

From each of his hip pockets he furnished a flask and laid it on the table before me. I chose the 

martini, and calling the steward he ordered a tumbler of ice and a couple of glasses. 

"A very good cocktail," I said. 

"Well, there are plenty more where that came from, and if you've got any friends on board, you 

tell them you've got a pal who's got all the liquor in the world." 

Mr. Kelada was chatty. He talked of New York and of San Francisco. He discussed plays, 

pictures, and politics. He was patriotic. The Union Jack is an impressive piece of drapery, but when 

it is flourished by a gentleman from Alexandria or Beirut, I cannot but feel that it loses somewhat in 
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dignity. Mr. Kelada was familiar. I do not wish to put on airs, but I cannot help feeling that it is 

seemly in a total stranger to put mister before my name when he addresses me. Mr. Kelada, doubtless 

to set me at my ease, used no such formality. I did not like Mr. Kelada. I had put aside the cards when 

he sat down, but now, thinking that for this first occasion our conversation had lasted long enough, I 

went on with my game. 

"The three on the four," said Mr. Kelada. 

There is nothing more exasperating when you are playing patience than to be told where to put 

the card you have turned up before you have a chance to look for yourself. 

"It's coming out, it's coming out," he cried. "The ten on the knave." 

With rage and hatred in my heart I finished. 

Then he seized the pack. 

"Do you like card tricks?" 

"No, I hate card tricks," I answered. 

"Well, I'll just show you this one." 

He showed me three. Then I said I would go down to the dining-room and get my seat at the 

table. 

"Oh, that's all right," he said, "I've already taken a seat for you. I thought that as we were in 

the same stateroom we might just as well sit at the same table." 

I did not like Mr. Kelada. 

I not only shared a cabin with him and ate three meals a day at the same table, but I could not 

walk round the deck without his joining me. It was impossible to snub him. It never occurred to him 

that he was not wanted. He was certain that you were as glad to see him as he was to see you. In your 

own house you might have kicked him downstairs and slammed the door in his face without the 

suspicion dawning on him that he was not a welcome visitor. He was a good mixer, and in three days 

knew everyone on board. He ran everything. He managed the sweeps, conducted the auctions, 

collected money for prizes at the sports, got up quoit and golf matches, organized the concert and 

arranged the fancy-dress ball. He was everywhere and always. He was certainly the best hated man 

in the ship. We called him Mr. Know-All, even to his face. He took it as a compliment. But it was at 

mealtimes that he was most intolerable. For the better part of an hour then he had us at his mercy. 

He was hearty, jovial, loquacious and argumentative. He knew everything better than anybody else, 

and it was an affront to his overweening vanity that you should disagree with him. He would not drop 

a subject, however unimportant, till he had brought you round to his way of thinking. The possibility 

that he could be mistaken never occurred to him. He was the chap who knew. We sat at the doctor's 

table. Mr. Kelada would certainly have had it all his own way, for the doctor was lazy and I was 

frigidly indifferent, except for a man called Ramsay who sat there also. He was as dogmatic as Mr. 

Kelada and resented bitterly the Levantine's cocksureness. The discussions they had were 

acrimonious and interminable. 

Ramsay was in the American Consular Service and was stationed at Kobe. He was a great 

heavy fellow from the Middle West, with loose fat under a tight skin, and he bulged out of his ready-

made clothes. He was on his way back to resume his post, having been on a flying visit to New York 

to fetch his wife who had been spending a year at home. Mrs. Ramsay was a very pretty little thing, 

with pleasant manners and a sense of humor. The Consular Service is ill paid, and she was dressed 

always very simply; but she knew how to wear her clothes. She achieved an effect of quiet distinction. 

I should not have paid any particular attention to her but that she possessed a quality that may be 

common enough in women, but nowadays is not obvious in their demeanour. It shone in her like a 

flower on a coat. 

One evening at dinner the conversation by chance drifted to the subject of pearls. There had 

been in the papers a good deal of talk about the cultured pearls which the cunning Japanese were 

making, and the doctor remarked that they must inevitably diminish the value of real ones. They were 

very good already; they would soon be perfect. Mr. Kelada, as was his habit, rushed the new topic. 

He told us all that was to be known about pearls. I do not believe Ramsay knew anything about them 

at all, but he could not resist the opportunity to have a fling at the Levantine, and in five minutes we 
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were in the middle of a heated argument. I had seen Mr. Kelada vehement and voluble before, but 

never so voluble and vehement as now. At last something that Ramsay said stung him, for he thumped 

the table and shouted. 

"Well, I ought to know what I am talking about, I'm going to Japan just to look into this 

Japanese pearl business. I'm in the trade and there's not a man in it who won't tell you that what I 

say about pearls goes. I know all the best pearls in the world, and what I don't know about pearls 

isn't worth knowing." 

Here was news for us, for Mr. Kelada, with all his loquacity, had never told anyone what his 

business was. We only knew vaguely that he was going to Japan on some commercial errand. He 

looked around the table triumphantly. 

"They'll never be able to get a cultured pearl that an expert like me can't tell with half an eye." 

He pointed to a chain that Mrs. Ramsay wore. "You take my word for it, Mrs. Ramsay, that chain 

you're wearing will never be worth a cent less than it is now." 

Mrs. Ramsay in her modest way flushed a little and slipped the chain inside her dress. Ramsay 

leaned forward. He gave us all a look and a smile flickered in his eyes. 

"That's a pretty chain of Mrs. Ramsay's, isn't it?" 

"I noticed it at once," answered Mr. Kelada. "Gee, I said to myself, those are pearls all right." 

"I didn't buy it myself, of course. I'd be interested to know how much you think it cost." 

"Oh, in the trade somewhere round fifteen thousand dollars. But if it was bought on Fifth 

Avenue I shouldn't be surprised to hear anything up to thirty thousand was paid for it." 

Ramsay smiled grimly. 

"You'll be surprised to hear that Mrs. Ramsay bought that string at a department store the day 

before we left New York, for eighteen dollars." 

Mr. Kelada flushed. 

"Rot. It's not only real, but it's as fine a string for its size as I've ever seen." 

"Will you bet on it? I'll bet you a hundred dollars it's imitation." 

"Done." 

"Oh, Elmer, you can't bet on a certainty," said Mrs. Ramsay. 

She had a little smile on her lips and her tone was gently deprecating. 

"Can't I? If I get a chance of easy money like that I should be all sorts of a fool not to take it." 

"But how can it be proved?" she continued. "It's only my word against Mr. Kelada's." 

"Let me look at the chain, and if it's imitation I'll tell you quickly enough. I can afford to lose a 

hundred dollars," said Mr. Kelada. 

"Take it off, dear. Let the gentleman look at it as much as he wants." 

Mrs. Ramsay hesitated a moment. She put her hands to the clasp. 

"I can't undo it," she said, "Mr. Kelada will just have to take my word for it." 

I had a sudden suspicion that something unfortunate was about to occur, but I could think of 

nothing to say. 

Ramsay jumped up. 

"I'll undo it." 

He handed the chain to Mr. Kelada. The Levantine took a magnifying glass from his pocket and 

closely examined it. A smile of triumph spread over his smooth and swarthy face. He handed back 

the chain. He was about to speak. Suddenly he caught sight of Mrs. Ramsay's face. It was so white 

that she looked as though she were about to faint. She was staring at him with wide and terrified eyes. 

They held a desperate appeal; it was so clear that I wondered why her husband did not see it. 

Mr. Kelada stopped with his mouth open. He flushed deeply. You could almost see the effort he 

was making over himself. 

"I was mistaken," he said. "It's very good imitation, but of course as soon as I looked through 

my glass I saw that it wasn't real. I think eighteen dollars is just about as much as the damned thing's 

worth." 

He took out his pocketbook and from it a hundred dollar note. He handed it to Ramsay without 

a word. 
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"Perhaps that'll teach you not to be so cocksure another time, my young friend," said Ramsay 

as he took the note. 

I noticed that Mr. Kelada's hands were trembling. 

The story spread over the ship as stories do, and he had to put up with a good deal of chaff that 

evening. It was a fine joke that Mr. Know-All had been caught out. But Mrs. Ramsay retired to her 

stateroom with a headache. 

Next morning I got up and began to shave. Mr. Kelada lay on his bed smoking a cigarette. 

Suddenly there was a small scraping sound and I saw a letter pushed under the door. I opened the 

door and looked out. There was nobody there. I picked up the letter and saw it was addressed to Max 

Kelada. The name was written in block letters. I handed it to him. 

"Who's this from?" He opened it. "Oh!" 

He took out of the envelope, not a letter, but a hundred-dollar note. He looked at me and again 

he reddened. He tore the envelope into little bits and gave them to me. 

"Do you mind just throwing them out of the porthole?" 

I did as he asked, and then I looked at him with a smile. 

"No one likes being made to look a perfect damned fool," he said. 

"Were the pearls real?" 

"If I had a pretty little wife I shouldn't let her spend a year in New York while I stayed at Kobe," 

said he. 

At that moment I did not entirely dislike Mr. Kelada. He reached out for his pocketbook and 

carefully put in it the hundred-dollar note. 

 

 

TASK 13 

Group D includes devices based on the interaction of 2 logical meanings of a polysemantic 

word or 2 homophones: 

8. Pun is simultaneous realization of 2 meanings in 1 context; 

9. Zeugma is simultaneous realization of 2 valencies of a polysemantic verb in 1 context; 

10. Semantically false chain contains 3+ homogeneous, but semantically disconnected, elements; 

11. Violation of a phraseological unit is a change in a well-known proverb, saying, idiom, quotation 

(subtypes: shortening, prolongation, substitution, contamination); 

12. Nonsense of non-sequence is a complex sentence, consisting of 2 logically disconnected clauses. 

 

Practical task: analyze the lexical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

My Lost Dollar (Stephen Leacock) 
My friend Todd owes me a dollar. He has owed it to me for twelve months, and I fear there is 

little prospect of his ever returning it. I can realize whenever I meet him that he has forgotten that he 

owes me a dollar. He meets me in the same frank friendly way as always. My dollar has clean gone 

out of his mind. I see that I shall never get it back.  

On the other hand I know that I shall remember all my life that Todd owes me a  dollar. It will 

make no difference, I trust, to our friendship, but I shall never be able to forget it. I don't know how 

it is with other people; but if any man borrows a dollar from me I carry the recollection of it to the 

grave. 

Let me relate what happened. Todd borrowed this dollar last year on the 8th of April (I mention 

the date in case this should ever meet Todd's eye), just as he was about to leave for Bermuda. He 

needed a dollar in change to pay his taxi; and I lent it to him. It happened quite simply and naturally, 

I hardly realized it till it was all over. He merely said "Let me have a dollar, will you!" And I said, 

"Certainly. Is a dollar enough?" I believe, in fact I know, that when Todd took that dollar he meant 

to pay for it. 
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He sent me a note from Hamilton, Bermuda. I thought when I opened it that the dollar would 

be in it. But it wasn't. He merely said that the temperature was up to nearly 100. The figure confused 

me for a moment. 

Todd came back within three weeks. I met him at the train, not because of the dollar, but because 

I really esteem him. I felt it would be nice for him to see someone waiting for him on the platform 

after being away for three weeks. I said, "Let's take a taxi up to the Club." But he answered, "No, let's 

walk." 

We spent the evening together, talking about Bermuda. I was thinking of the dollar but of course 

I didn't refer to it. One simply can't. I asked him what currency is used in Bermuda, and whether the 

American Dollar goes at par (I put a slight emphasis on the American Dollar), but found again that 

I could not bring myself to make any reference to it. 

It took me some time (I see Todd practically every day at my Club) to realize that he had 

completely forgotten the dollar. I asked him one day what his trip cost him and he said that he kept 

no accounts. A little later I asked him if he felt settled down after his trip, and he said that he had 

practically forgotten about it. So I knew it was all over. 

In all this I bear Todd no grudge. I have simply added him to the list of men who owe me a 

dollar and who have forgotten it. There are quite a few of them now. I make no difference in my 

demeanour to them, but I only wish that I could forget. 

I meet Todd very frequently. Only two nights ago I met him out at dinner and he was talking, 

apparently without self- consciousness, about Poland. He said that Poland would never pay her debts. 

You'd think a thing like that would remind him, wouldn't you? But it didn't seem to. 

But meantime, a thought - a rather painful thought - has begun to come to come in to my mind 

at intervals. It is this. If Todd owes me a dollar and has forgotten it, it is possible - indeed it is 

theoretically probable - that there must be men to whom I owe a dollar which I have forgotten. There 

may be a list of them. The more I think of it the less I like it, because I am quite sure that if I had once 

forgotten a dollar, I should never pay it, on this side of the grave. 

If there are such men I want them to speak out. Not all at once: but in reasonable numbers, and 

as far as may be in alphabetical order, and I will immediately, write their names down on paper. I 

don't count here men who may have lent me an odd dollar over a bridge table: and I am not thinking 

(indeed I am taking care not to think) of the man who lent me thirty cents to pay for a bottle of plain 

soda in the Detroit Athletic Club last month. I always find that there's nothing like plain soda after a 

tiring ride across the Canada frontier, and that man who advanced that thirty cents knows exactly 

why I felt that I had done enough for him. But if any man ever lent me a dollar to pay for a taxi when 

I was starting for Bermuda, I want to pay it. 

More than that: I want to start a general movement, a Back to Honesty movement, for paying 

all these odd dollars that are borrowed in moments of expansion. Let us remember that the greatest 

nations were built upon the rock basis of absolute honesty. 

In conclusion may I say that I do particularly ask that no reader of this book will be careless 

enough to leave this copy round where it might be seen by Major Todd, of the University Club of 

Montreal. 

 

TASK 14 

The syntactical stylistic devices are based on the foregrounding of the syntactical structures. 

They fall into 3 groups. Group A is based on the arrangement of sentence members: 

1. Rhetorical question is a statement in the form of a question; 

2. Parallelism consists of identical syntactical structures (subtypes: complete, partial); 

3. Chiasmus is reversed parallelism; 

4. Repetition is reiteration of syntactic structures (subtypes: ordinary, anaphora, epiphora, framing, 

successive, anadiplosis, chain, synonymic); 

5. Inversion is violation of word order (subtypes: complete, partial, secondary/double); 

6. Suspense is postponing the completion of the utterance to enhance the final words; 
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7. Detachment is singling out of the part of the sentence by non-traditional punctuation (subtype: 

parenthesis). 

 

Practical task: analyze the syntactical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

The Wish (Roald Dahl) 

    Under the palm of one hand the child became aware of the scab of an old cut on his kneecap. 

He bent forward to examine it closely. A scab was always a fascinating thing; it presented a special 

challenge he was never able to resist.  

    Yes, he thought, I will pick it off, even if it isn't ready, even if the middle of it sticks, even if it 

hurts like anything. 

    With a fingernail he began to explore cautiously around the edges of the scab. He got a nail 

underneath it, and when he raised it, but ever so slightly, it suddenly came off, the whole hard brown 

scab came off beautifully, leaving an interesting little circle of smooth red skin.         Nice. Very nice 

indeed. He rubbed the circle and it didn't hurt. He picked up the scab, put it on his thigh and flipped 

it with a finger so that it flew away and landed on the edge of the carpet, the enormous red and black 

and yellow carpet that stretched the whole length of the hall from the stairs on which he sat to the 

front door in the distance. A tremendous carpet. Bigger than the tennis lawn. Much bigger than that. 

He regarded it gravely, setting his eyes upon it with mild pleasure. He had never really noticed it 

before, but now, all of a sudden the colours seemed to brighten mysteriously and spring out at him in 

a most dazzling way. You see, he told himself, I know how it is. The red parts of the carpet are red-

hot lumps of coal. What I must do is this: I must walk all the way along it to the front door without 

touching them. If I touch the red I will be burnt. As a matter of fact, I will be burnt up completely. 

And the black parts of the carpet... yes, the black parts are snakes, poisonous snakes, adders mostly, 

and cobras, thick like tree-trunks round the middle, and if I touch one of them, I'll be bitten and I'll 

die before tea time. And if I get across safely, without being burnt and without being bitten, I will be 

given a puppy for my birthday tomorrow.  

    He got to his feet and climbed higher up the stairs to obtain a better view of this vast tapestry 

of colour and death. Was it possible? Was there enough yellow? Yellow was the only colour he was 

allowed to walk on. Could it be done? This was not a journey to be undertaken lightly; the risks were 

far too great for that. The child's face—a fringe of white-gold hair, two large blue eyes, a small 

pointed chin peered down anxiously over the banisters. The yellow was a bit thin in places and there 

were one or two widish gaps, but it did seem to go all the way along to the other end. For someone 

who had only yesterday triumphantly travelled the whole length of the brick path from the stables to 

the summer-house without touching the cracks, this carpet thing should not be too difficult. Except 

for the snakes. The mere thought of snakes sent a fine electricity of fear running like pins down the 

backs of his legs and under the soles of his feet.  

    He came slowly down the stairs and advanced to the edge of the carpet. He extended one 

small sandalled foot and placed it cautiously upon a patch of yellow. Then he brought the other foot 

up, and there was just enough room for him to stand with the two feet together. There! He had started! 

His bright oval face was curiously intent, a shade whiter perhaps than before, and he was holding 

his arms out sideways to assist his balance.  

    He took another step, lifting his foot high over a patch of black, aiming carefully with his toe 

for a narrow channel of yellow on the other side. When he had completed the second step he paused 

to rest, standing very stiff and still. The narrow channel of yellow ran forward unbroken for at least 

five yards and he advanced gingerly along it, bit by bit, as though walking a tightrope. Where it 

finally curled off sideways, he had to take another long stride, this time over a vicious-looking mixture 

of black and red. Halfway across he began to wobble. He waved his arms around wildly, windmill 

fashion, to keep his balance, and he got across safely and rested again on the other side. He was 

quite breathless now, and so tense he stood high on his toes all the time, arms out sideways, fists 

clenched. He was on a big safe island of yellow. There was lots of room on it, he couldn't possibly 

fall off, and he stood there resting, hesitating, waiting, wishing he could stay for ever on this big safe 
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yellow island. But the fear of not getting the puppy compelled him to go on. Step by step, he edged 

further ahead, and between each one he paused to decide exactly where he should put his foot. Once, 

he had a choice of ways, either to left or right, and he chose the left because although it seemed the 

more difficult, there was not so much black in that direction. The black was what had made him 

nervous. He glanced quickly over his shoulder to see how far he had come. Nearly halfway. There 

could be no turning back now. He was in the middle and he couldn't turn back and he couldn't jump 

off sideways either because it was too far, and when he looked at all the red and all the black that lay 

ahead of him, he felt that old sudden sickening surge of panic in his chest—like last Easter time, that 

afternoon when he got lost all alone in the darkest part of Piper's Wood. He took another step, placing 

his foot carefully upon the only little piece of yellow within reach, and this time the point of the foot 

came within a centimetre of some black. It wasn't touching the black, he could see it wasn't touching, 

he could see the small line of yellow separating the toe of his sandal from the black; but the snake 

stirred as though sensing his nearness, and raised its head and gazed at the foot with bright beady 

eyes, watching to see if it was going to touch.  

    "I'm not touching you! You mustn't bite me! You know I'm not touching you!"  

    Another snake slid up noiselessly beside the first, raised its head, two heads now, two pairs 

of eyes staring at the foot, gazing at a little naked place just below the sandal strap where the skin 

showed through. The child went high up on his toes and stayed there, frozen stiff with terror. It was 

minutes before he dared to move again.  

    The next step would have to be a really long one. There was this deep curling river of black 

that ran clear across the width of the carpet, and he was forced by his position to cross it at its widest 

part. He thought first of trying to jump it, but decided he couldn't be sure of landing accurately on 

the narrow band of yellow on the other side. He took a deep breath, lifted one foot, and inch by inch 

he pushed it out in front of him, far far out, then down and down until at last the tip of his sandal was 

across and resting safely on the edge of the yellow. He leaned forward, transferring his weight to his 

front foot. Then he tried to bring the back foot up as well. He strained and pulled and jerked his body, 

but the legs were too wide apart and he couldn't make it. He tried to get back again. He couldn't do 

that either. He was doing the splits and he was properly stuck. He glanced down and saw this deep 

curling river of black underneath him. Parts of it were stirring now, and uncoiling and beginning to 

shine with a dreadfully oily glister. He wobbled, waved his arms frantically to keep his balance, but 

that seemed to make it worse. He was starting to go over. He was going over to the right, quite slowly 

he was going over, then faster and faster, and at the last moment, instinctively he put out a hand to 

break the fall and the next thing he saw was this bare hand of his going right into the middle of a 

great glistening mass of black and he gave one piercing cry as it touched.  

    Outside in the sunshine, far away behind the house, the mother was looking for her son. 

 

TASK 15 

Group B is based on the completeness of the sentence: 

8. Ellipsis – omission of sentence members 

9. Apokoinu constructions – grammatically incorrect blend of 2 sentences through 1 word, which 

performs 2 syntactic functions simultaneously 

10. Aposiopesis – a sudden break in the narration (marked by dashes or dots) 

 

Practical task: analyze the syntactical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

A Cup of Tea (Katherine Mansfield) 
Rosemary Fell was not exactly beautiful. No, you couldn't have called her beautiful. Pretty? 

Well, if you took her to pieces... But why be so cruel as to take anyone to pieces? She was young, 

brilliant, extremely modem, exquisitely well dressed, amazingly well read in the newest of the new 

books, and her parties were the most delicious mixture of the really important people and... artists - 

quaint creatures, discoveries of hers, some of them too terrifying for words, but others quite 

presentable and amusing.  
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Rosemary had been married two years. She had a duck of a boy. No, not Peter - Michael. And 

her husband absolutely adored her. They were rich, really rich, not just comfortably well off, which 

is odious and stuffy and sounds like one's grandparents. But if Rosemary wanted to shop she would 

go to Paris as you and I would go to Bond Street. If she wanted to buy flowers, the car pulled up at 

that perfect shop in Regent Street, and Rosemary inside the shop just gazed in her dazzled, rather 

exotic way, and said: "I want those and those and those. Give me four bunches of those. And that jar 

of roses. Yes, I'll have all the roses in the jar. No, no lilac. I hate lilac. It's got no shape." The attendant 

bowed and put the lilac out of sight, as though this was only too true; lilac was dreadfully shapeless. 

"Give me those stumpy little tulips. Those red and white ones." And she was followed to the car by a 

thin shop-girl staggering under an immense white paper armful that looked like a baby in long 

clothes....  

One winter afternoon she had been buying something in a little antique shop in Curzon Street. 

It was a shop she liked. For one thing, one usually had it to oneself. And then the man who kept it 

was ridiculously fond of serving her. He beamed whenever she came in. He clasped his hands; he 

was so gratified he could scarcely speak. Flattery, of course. All the same, there was something...  

"You see, madam," he would explain in his low respectful tones, "I love my things. I would 

rather not part with them than sell them to someone who does not appreciate them, who has not that 

fine feeling which is so rare..." And, breathing deeply, he unrolled a tiny square of blue velvet and 

pressed it on the glass counter with his pale finger-tips.  

Today it was a little box. He had been keeping it for her. He had shown it to nobody as yet. An 

exquisite little enamel box with a glaze so fine it looked as though it had been baked in cream. On the 

lid a minute creature stood under a flowery tree, and a more minute creature still had her arms round 

his neck. Her hat, really no bigger than a geranium petal, hung from a branch; it had green ribbons. 

And there was a pink cloud like a watchful cherub floating above their heads. Rosemary took her 

hands out of her long gloves. She always took off her gloves to examine such things. Yes, she liked it 

very much. She loved it; it was a great duck. She must have it. And, turning the creamy box, opening 

and shutting it, she couldn't help noticing how charming her hands were against the blue velvet. The 

shopman, in some dim cavern of his mind, may have dared to think so too. For he took a pencil, leant 

over the counter, and his pale, bloodless fingers crept timidly towards those rosy, flashing ones, as 

he murmured gently: "If I may venture to point out to madam, the flowers on the little lady's bodice."  

"Charming!" Rosemary admired the flowers. But what was the price? For a moment the 

shopman did not seem to hear. Then a murmur reached her. "Twentyeight guineas, madam."  

"Twenty-eight guineas." Rosemary gave no sign. She laid the little box down; she buttoned her 

gloves again. Twenty-eight guineas. Even if one is rich... She looked vague. She stared at a plump 

tea-kettle like a plump hen above the shopman's head, and her voice was dreamy as she answered: 

"Well, keep it for me - will you? I'll..."  

But the shopman had already bowed as though keeping it for her was all any human being 

could ask. He would be willing, of course, to keep it for her for ever.  

The discreet door shut with a click. She was outside on the step, gazing at the winter afternoon. 

Rain was falling, and with the rain it seemed the dark came too, spinning down like ashes. There was 

a cold bitter taste in the air, and the newlighted lamps looked sad. Sad were the lights in the houses 

opposite. Dimly they burned as if regretting something. And people hurried by, hidden under their 

hateful umbrellas. Rosemary felt a strange pang. She pressed her muff against her breast; she wished 

she had the little box, too, to cling to. Of course the car was there. She'd only to cross the pavement. 

But still she waited. There are moments, horrible moments in life, when one emerges from shelter and 

looks out, and it's awful. One oughtn't to give way to them. One ought to go home and have an 

extraspecial tea. But at the very instant of thinking that, a young girl, thin, dark, shadowy - where 

had she come from? - was standing at Rosemary's elbow and a voice like a sigh, almost like a sob, 

breathed: "Madam, may I speak to you a moment?"   

"Speak to me?" Rosemary turned. She saw a little battered creature with enormous eyes, 

someone quite young, no older than herself, who clutched at her coat-collar with reddened hands, 

and shivered as though she had just come out of the water.  
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"M-madam, stammered the voice. Would you let me have the price of a cup of tea?"  

"A cup of tea?" There was something simple, sincere in that voice; it wasn't in the least the 

voice of a beggar. "Then have you no money at all?" asked Rosemary.  

"None, madam," came the answer.  

"How extraordinary! " Rosemary peered through the dusk, and the girl gazed back at her. How 

more than extraordinary! And suddenly it seemed to Rosemary such an adventure. It was like 

something out of a novel by Dostoevsky, this meeting in the dusk. Supposing she took the girl home? 

Supposing she did do one of those things she was always reading about or seeing on the stage, what 

would happen? It would be thrilling. And she heard herself saying afterwards to the amazement of 

her friends:" I simply took her home with me," as she stepped forward and said to that dim person 

beside her:" Come home to tea with me." 

The girl drew back startled. She even stopped shivering for a moment. Rosemary put out a hand 

and touched her arm." I mean it," she said, smiling. And she felt how-simple and kind her smile was. 

" Why won't you? Do. Come home with me now in my car and have tea." 

"You—you don't mean it, madam," said the girl, and there was pain in her voice. 

"But I do," cried Rosemary. " I want you to. To please me. Come along." 

The girl put her fingers to her lips and her eyes devoured Rosemary. " You're—you're not taking 

me to the police station? " she stammered. 

"The police station! " Rosemary laughed out." Why should I be so cruel? No, I only want to 

make you warm and to hear— anything you care to tell me." 

Hungry people are easily led. The footman held the door of the car open, and a moment later 

they were skimming through the dusk. 

"There!" said Rosemary. She had a feeling of triumph as she slipped her hand through the 

velvet strap. She could have said, " Now I've got you," as she gazed at the little captive she had netted. 

But of course she meant it kindly. Oh, more than kindly. She was going to prove to this girl that—

wonderful things did happen in life, that—fairy godmothers were real, that— rich people had hearts, 

and that women were sisters. She turned impulsively, saying: " Don't be frightened. After all, why 

shouldn't you come back with me? We're both women. If I'm the more fortunate, you ought to expect..." 

But happily at that moment, for she didn't know how the sentence was going to end, the car 

stopped. The bell was rung, the door opened, and with a charming, protecting, almost embracing 

movement, Rosemary drew the other into the hall. Warmth, softness, light, a sweet scent, all those 

things so familiar to her she never even thought about them, she watched that other receive. It was 

fascinating. She was like the rich little girl in her nursery with all the cupboards to open, all the boxes 

to unpack. 

"Come, come upstairs," said Rosemary, longing to begin to be generous. "Come up to my 

room." And, besides, she wanted to spare this poor little thing from being stared at by the servants; 

she decided as they mounted the stairs she would not even ring for Jeanne, but take off her things by 

herself. The great thing was to be natural! 

And "There!" cried Rosemary again, as they reached her beautiful big bedroom with the 

curtains drawn, the fire leaping on her wonderful lacquer furniture, her gold cushions and the 

primrose and blue rugs. 

The girl stood just inside the door; she seemed dazed. But Rosemary didn't mind that. 

"Come and sit down," she cried, dragging her big chair up to the fire, " in this comfy chair. 

Come and get warm. You look so dreadfully cold." 

"I daren't, madam," said the girl, and she edged backwards. 

"Oh, please,"—Rosemary ran forward—" you mustn't be frightened, you mustn't, really. Sit 

down, and when I've taken off my things we shall go into the next room and have tea and be cosy. 

Why are you afraid? " And gently she half pushed the thin figure into its deep cradle. 

But there was no answer. The girl stayed just as she had been put, with her hands by her sides 

and her mouth slightly open. To be quite sincere, she looked rather stupid. But Rosemary wouldn't 

acknowledge it. She leant over her, saying: " Won't you take off your hat? Your pretty hair is all wet. 

And one is so much more comfortable without a hat, isn't one? " 
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There was a whisper that sounded like " Very good, madam," and the crushed hat was taken 

off. 

"And let me help you off with your coat, too," said Rosemary. 

The girl stood up. But she held on to the chair with one hand and let Rosemary pull. It was quite 

an effort. The other scarcely helped her at all. She seemed to stagger like a child, and the thought 

came and went through Rosemary's mind, that if people wanted helping they must respond a little, 

just a little, otherwise it became very difficult indeed. And what was she to do with the coat now? She 

left it on the floor, and the hat too. She was just going to take a cigarette off the mantelpiece when 

the girl said quickly, but so lightly and strangely:" I'm very sorry, madam, but I'm going to faint. I 

shall go off, madam, if I don't have something." 

"Good heavens, how thoughtless I am!" Rosemary rushed to the bell. 

"Tea! Tea at once! And some brandy immediately!" 

The maid was gone again, but the girl almost cried out." No, I don't want no brandy. I never 

drink brandy. It's a cup of tea I want, madam." And she burst into tears. 

It was a terrible and fascinating moment. Rosemary knelt beside her chair. 

"Don't cry, poor little thing," she said. "Don't cry." And she gave the other her lace 

handkerchief. She really was touched beyond words. She put her arm round those thin, bird-like 

shoulders. 

Now at last the other forgot to be shy, forgot everything except that they were both women, and 

gasped out: "I can't go on no longer like this. I can't bear it. I can't bear it. I shall do away with 

myself. I can't bear no more." 

"You shan't have to. I'll look after you. Don't cry any more. Don't you see what a good thing it 

was that you met me? We'll have tea and you'll tell me everything. And I shall arrange something. I 

promise. Do stop crying. It's so exhausting. Please!" 

The other did stop just in time for Rosemary to get up before the tea came. She had the table 

placed between them. She plied the poor little creature with everything, all the sandwiches, all the 

bread and butter, and every time her cup was empty she filled it with tea, cream and sugar. People 

always said sugar was so nourishing. As for herself she didn't eat; she smoked and looked away 

tactfully so that the other should not be shy. 

And really the effect of that slight meal was marvellous. When the tea-table was carried away 

a new being, a light, frail creature with tangled hair, dark lips, deep, lighted eyes, lay back in the big 

chair in a kind of sweet languor, looking at the blaze. Rosemary lit a fresh cigarette; it was time to 

begin. 

"And when did you have your last meal?" she asked softly. 

But at that moment the door-handle turned. 

"Rosemary, may I come in? " It was Philip. 

"Of course." 

He came in. " Oh, I'm so sorry," he said, and stopped and stared. 

"It's quite all right," said Rosemary smiling. " This is my friend, Miss—" 

"Smith, madam," said the languid figure, who was strangely still and unafraid. 

"Smith," said Rosemary. "We are going to have a little talk." 

"Oh, yes," said Philip. "Quite," and his eye caught sight of the coat and hat on the floor. He 

came over to the fire and turned his back to it. " It's a beastly afternoon," he said curiously, still 

looking at that listless figure, looking at its hands and boots, and then at Rosemary again. 

"Yes, isn't it?" said Rosemary enthusiastically. "Vile." 

Philip smiled his charming smile. "As a matter of fact," said he, "I wanted you to come into the 

library for a moment. Would you? Will Miss Smith excuse us?" 

The big eyes were raised to him, but Rosemary answered for her. "Of course she will." And they 

went out of the room together. 

"I say," said Philip, when they were alone. " Explain. Who is she? What does it all mean?" 
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Rosemary, laughing, leaned against the door and said: " I picked her up in Curzon Street. 

Really. She's a real pick-up. She asked me for the price of a cup of tea, and I brought her home with 

me." 

"But what on earth are you going to do with her?" cried Philip. 

"Be nice to her," said Rosemary quickly. "Be frightfully nice to her. Look after her. I don't know 

how. We haven't talked yet. But show her—treat her—make her feel—" "My darling girl," said Philip, 

"you're quite mad, you know. It simply can't be done." 

"I knew you'd say that," retorted Rosemary. "Why not? I want to. Isn't that a reason? And 

besides, one's always reading about these things. I decided—" 

"But," said Philip slowly, and he cut the end of a cigar," she's so astonishingly pretty." 

"Pretty?" Rosemary was so surprised that she blushed." Do you think so? I—I hadn't thought 

about it." 

"Good Lord!" Philip struck a match. "She's absolutely lovely. Look again, my child. I was 

bowled over when I came into your room just now. However... I think you're making a ghastly mistake. 

Sorry, darling, if I'm crude and all that. But let me know if Miss Smith is going to dine with us in time 

for me to look up The Milliner's Gazette." 

"You absurd creature!" said Rosemary, and she went out of the library, but not back to her 

bedroom. She went to her writing-room and sat down at her desk. Pretty! Absolutely lovely! Bowled 

over! Her heart beat like a. heavy bell. Pretty! Lovely! She drew her cheque-book towards her. But 

no, cheques would be no use, of course. She opened a drawer and took out five pound notes, looked 

at them, put two back, and holding the three squeezed in her hand, she went back to her bedroom. 

Half an hour later Philip was still in the library, when Rosemary came in. 

"I only wanted to tell you," said she, and she leaned against the door again and looked at him 

with her dazzled exotic gaze, "Miss Smith won't dine with us to-night." 

Philip put down the paper. "Oh, what's happened? Previous engagement?" 

Rosemary came over and sat down on his knee. "She insisted on going," said she, "so I gave 

the poor little thing a present of money. I couldn't keep her against her will, could I?" she added 

softly. 

Rosemary had just done her hair, darkened her eyes a little, and put on her pearls. She put up 

her hands and touched Philip's cheeks. 

"Do you like me?" said she, and her tone, sweet, husky, troubled him. 

"I like you awfully," he said, and he held her tighter. "Kiss me." 

There was a pause. 

Then Rosemary said dreamily. "I saw a fascinating little box to-day. It cost twenty-eight 

guineas. May I have it?" 

Philip jumped her on his knee. "You may, little wasteful one," said he. 

But that was not really what Rosemary wanted to say. 

" Philip," she whispered, and she pressed his head against her bosom, "am I pretty?" 

 

TASK 16 

Group C is based on the types of connection: 

11. Polysyndeton is repetition of conjunctions/connectives; 

12. Asyndeton is an omission of conjunctions/connectives; 

13. Attachment is separation of the second part of the sentence, which starts with a 

conjunction/connective, by a dot. 

 

Practical task: analyze the syntactical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

Final Break (Ian Thompson) 

They had been walking along Oxford Street, now they stopped, Greg’s hand on her arm. 

"This is the place," he said. "I thought you might get the sort of thing you liked here.” 
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Helen nodded, but there were tears in her eyes as she looked through the shop-window. The 

new hat had been his idea, not hers. 

"What about that black one?" He pointed. "It would go with your suit!" 

Her lips trembled. One of the little things she loved so much about him was the really genuine 

interest he had always taken in what she wore. It had made you feel young somehow, loved, though 

in your heart you knew you were young no longer. 

"Yes. Yes, it would, wouldn't it?" She carefully avoided meeting his eyes, because there was so 

much in her own eyes that lie must never see. 

They went into the shop.    A clerk appeared to wait upon them. 

Helen described the hat.    It was in the window. 

She was wishing now that they had never come into the shop. But Greg had been insistent. He 

wanted to give her something.    A parting gift, he had called it. 

He was smiling now out of blue, untroubled eves. Which surprised her. And yet why should it, 

she asked herself, as she took the hat from the clerk and placed it on her blue-grey hair? She had 

always tried to be modern, and part of modernity was to see these things through bravely, when and 

if they came. 

Her mind turned back. And she saw herself in the hat-shop mirror, not as someone in a black 

tailored suit, but as a bride. Smiling, radiant, on Greg's arm. At least they had said she had looked 

that. She had never thought of it, never cared. She had been so completely, so blindly happy. 

Five minutes later they were out again in the sunshine of the street and Greg, after looking at 

his watch, suggested tea. 

"I know a place—" There was an expression of excitement in his eves which she could not 

understand. "You'll like it there."   

It was a small, very ordinary cafe in one of the side streets off Oxford Street. He ordered for 

them both, and then leaned back. 

He didn't speak, but his hand came out across the table and took hers. 

"Please, God, don't let me cry," she prayed. "Not now.    Not so long as he's with me." 

The tea arrived. He drank one cup quickly, lit himself a cigarette, and then said: 

"You're quite certain that you want to stay on in that house alone? I mean—well, I feel rather 

badly about the whole thing, and if there's anything I could do—" 

There was one thing, but it would have been hysterical weakness to have suggested it. She shook 

her head. She didn't want him to have any feelings of regret, any pains of conscience. It had been 

wonderful having him for all those years. 

"No, really," she said.    "It'll be all right." 

  But he still didn't seem satisfied. 

"There's another thing I'd like to mention," he said I didn't say anything about it before because 

I know-well, I know how sensitive you are about that sort of thing—" He broke off and then went 

hurriedly on his eyes avoiding hers. "It's money. I've arranged with' the bank ..." 

The color came at once to her cheeks. Not because of 

any false pride. That was a luxury you couldn't afford if 

you had no one to support you.   But –  

"Oh, Greg, you shouldn't," she said with embarrassment. 

  He brushed that aside.    Angrily almost.  

"Why   not?     It’s something   I   want   to   do.     And Sandra—"    He mentioned the girl's 

name—"she agrees. We were talking about it last night." 

Sandra. ... We. ... How easily, familiarly, he spoke of her, Helen thought with an ache. And yet 

two months ago they hadn't even met. Two months. . . . Was it really only that time since he'd gone 

up to London on that business trip? 

She had realized, of course, after he came back that there was something, although he hadn't 

actually said a word then. Some deep-rooted woman's instinct had warned her that he wasn't all hers 

any longer, that she was sharing him with someone else. 
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A girl. Young, fresh, and lovely. The imagined picture had filled her with a sense of panic He 

had changed his job for a better one and gone up to live in London. For a month she hadn't seen him. 

And she had never met the girl. 

Sandra . . .    She worked in the advertising business •he had told her.    And very clever.    But 

that didn't matter to Helen. When you have loved somebody with every part of you, you did not think 

of cleverness in considering that younger person to whom you were losing him. 

Was she really nice? Would she work to keep him happy as you had tried to do?  

But Sandra. ... .   The name had a sharp quality. You  couldn't  imagine a girl with a  name  like  

that  being— Helen’s eyes were drawn to a girl who had just walked into the  cafe,  who  was  looking 

around   hesitantly—well  like that, for instance. 

Then the girl turned. She was beautiful, with a shy, sweet loveliness that caught at your heart. 

Helen stared, quite unconscious that she was staring. And then her eyes widened in surprise as she 

saw Greg rise to his feet. The girl was hurrying towards their table. 

"So you were able to get here, darling!" She heard Greg's voice and then he had turned, was 

smiling down at her. “A little surprise," he said. "This is Sandra, Mother. 

Tomorrow's happy bride!" 

 

TASK 17 

The lexico-syntactical stylistic devices are based on the arrangement of sentence members as 

well as the lexico-semantic aspect of the utterance (V. A. Kukharenko): 

1. Antithesis is formed by 2 parallel constructions, opposite in meaning (subtypes: 

morphological, proper, developed); 

2. Climax consists of 2+ parallel constructions, each next becoming more emotional and/or 

logically important (subtypes: emotive, quantitative, logical); 

3. Anticlimax is climax, suddenly interrupted by an unexpected turn; 

4. Simile is a stylistic comparison of 2 phenomena, belonging to different classes (elements: 

tenor, vehicle, link/formal element, grounding – explicit or implicit, key); 

5. Litotes is a combination of 2 negations, which produce a weakened positive effect; 

6. Periphrasis is a roundabout way to express one notion (subtypes: logical, figurative 

(metaphoric, metonymic); euphemistic). 

 

 

Practical task: analyze the lexico-syntactical stylistic devices of the following text.  

 

Embroidery (Ray Bradbury) 

    The dark porch air in the late afternoon was full of needle flashes, like a movement of gathered 

silver insects in the light. The three women's mouths twitched over their work. Their bodies lay back 

and then imperceptibly forwards, so that the rocking chairs tilled and murmured. Each woman looked 

to her own hands, as if quite suddenly she had found her heart beating there. 

    "What time is it?" 

    "Ten minutes to five." 

    "Got to get up in a minute and shell those peas for dinner." 

    "But -" said one of them. 

    "Oh yes, 1 forgot. How foolish of me ... " The first woman paused, put down her embroidery and 

needle, and looked through the open porch door, through the warm interior of the quiet house, to the 

silent kitchen. There upon the table, seeming more like symbols of domesticity than anything she had 

ever seen in her life, lay the mound of fresh-washed peas in their neat, resilient jackets, waiting for 

her fingers to bring them into the world. 

     "Go hull them if it'll make you feel good," said the second woman. 

    "No," said the first. "I won't. I just won't." 

    The third woman sighed. She embroidered a rose, a leaf, a daisy on a green field. The embroidery 

needle rose and vanished. 
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    The second woman was working on the finest, most delicate piece of embroidery of them all, deftly 

poking, finding, and returning the quick needle upon innumerable journeys. Her quick black glance 

was on each motion. A flower, a man, a road, a sun, a house; the scene grew under her hand, a 

miniature beauty, perfect in every threaded detail. 

    "It seems at times like this that it's always your hands you turn to," she said, and the others nodded 

enough to make the rockers rock again. 

    "I believe," said the first lady, "that our souls are in our hands. For we do everything to the world 

with our hands. Sometimes I think we don't use our hands half enough; it's certain we don't use our 

heads." 

    They all peered more intently at what their hands were doing. 

    "Yes," said the third lady, "when you look back on a whole lifetime, it seems you don't remember 

faces so much as hands and what they did. " 

    They recounted to themselves the lids they had lifted, the doors they had opened and shut, the 

flowers they had picked, the dinners they had made, all with slow or quick fingers, as was their 

manner or custom. Looking back, you saw a flurry of hands, like a magician's dream, doors popping 

wide, taps turned, brooms wielded, children spanked. The flutter of pink hands was the only sound; 

the rest was a dream without voices. 

    "No supper to fix tonight or tomorrow night or the next night after that," said the third lady. 

    "No windows to open or shut." 

    "No coal to shovel in the basement furnace next winter." 

    "No papers to clip cooking articles out of." 

     And suddenly they were crying. The tears rolled softly down their faces and fell into the material 

upon which their fingers twitched. 

    "This won't help things," said the first lady at last, putting the back of her thumb to each under-

eyelid. She looked at her thumb and it was wet. 

    "Now look what I've done!" cried the second lady, exasperated. The others stopped and peered 

over. The second lady held out her embroidery. There was the scene, perfect except that while the 

embroidered yellow sun shone down upon the embroidered green field, and the embroidered brown 

road curved towards an embroidered pink house, the man standing on the road had something wrong 

with his face. 

   "I’ll just have to rip out the whole pattern, practically, to fix it right," said the second lady. 

   "What a shame." They all stared intently at the beautiful scene with the flaw in it. 

    The second lady began to pick away at the thread with her little deft scissors flashing. The pattern 

came out thread by thread. She pulled and yanked, almost viciously. The man's face was gone. She 

continued to seize at the threads. 

    "What are you doing?" asked the other woman. They leaned and saw what she had done. 

    The man was gone from the road. She had taken him out entirely. 

    They said nothing but returned to their own tasks.  

    "What time is it?" asked someone. 

    "Five minutes to five." 

    "Is it supposed to happen at five o'clock?" 

    "Yes." 

    "And they're not sure what it'll do to anything, really, when it happens?" 

    "No, not sure." 

    "Why didn't we stop them before it got this far and this big?" 

     "It's twice as big as ever before. No, ten times, maybe a thousand." 

    "This isn't like the first one or the dozen later ones. This is different. Nobody knows what it might 

do when it comes." 

    They waited on the porch in the smell of roses and cut grass. 

    "What time is it now?" 

    "One minute to five." 
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    The needles flashed silver fire. They swam like a tiny school of metal fish in the darkening summer 

air. 

    Far away a mosquito sound. Then something like a tremor of drums. The three women cocked their 

heads, listening. 

    "We won't hear anything, will we?"        

    "They say not." 

    "Perhaps we're foolish. Perhaps we'll go right on, after five o'clock, shelling peas, opening doors, 

stirring soups, washing dishes, making lunches, peeling oranges..." 

    "My, how we'll laugh to think we were frightened by an old experiment!" They smiled a moment at 

each other.  

    "It's five o'clock." 

    At these words, hushed, they all busied themselves. Their fingers darted. Their faces were turned 

down to the motions they made. They made frantic patterns. They made lilacs and grass and trees 

and houses and rivers in the embroidered cloth. They said nothing, but you could hear their breath 

in the silent porch air.   

    Thirty seconds passed. 

    The second woman sighed finally and began to relax. 

    "I think I just will go shell those peas for supper," she said. "I -" 

    But she hadn't time even to lift her head. Somewhere, at the side of her vision, she saw the world 

brighten and catch fire. She kept her head down, for she knew what it was. She didn't look up, nor 

did the others, and in the last instant their fingers were flying; they didn't glance about to see what 

was happening to the country, the town, this house, or even this porch. They were only staring down 

at the design in their flickering hands. 

     The second woman watched an embroidered flower go. She tried to embroider it back in, but it 

went, and then the road vanished, and the blades of grass. She watched a fire, in slow motion, almost, 

catch upon the embroidered house and unshingle it, and pull each threaded leaf from the small green 

tree in the hoop, and she saw the sun itself pulled apart in the design. Then the fire caught upon the 

moving point of the needle while still it flashed; she watched the fire come along her fingers and arms 

and body, untwisting the yarn of her being so painstakingly that she could see it in all its devilish 

beauty, yanking out the pattern from the material at hand. What it was doing to the other women or 

the furniture or the elm tree in the yard, she never knew. For now, yes now! it was plucking at the 

white embroidery of her flesh, the pink thread of her cheeks, and at last it found her heart, a soft red 

rose sewn with fire, and it burned the fresh, embroidered petals away, one by delicate one... 

 

TASK 18 

The theme of a literary text is the represented aspect of life, which can be easily understood 

from the plot of the work. The idea (the author’s message) may be understood as underlying thoughts 

and emotional attitude transmitted to the reader by a literary text (V. B. Sosnovskaya). Thematic and 

key words designate notions, important for the development of the text, the former being the means 

of unfolding the plot, the latter – of revealing the author’s message. 

 

Practical task: analyze the keywords and the author’s message of the following text.  
 

 Cat in the Rain (Ernest Hemingway) 
There were only two Americans stopping at the hotel. They did not know any of the people they 

passed on the stairs on their way to and from their room. Their room was on the second floor facing 

the sea. It also faced the public garden and the war monument. There were big palms and green 

benches in the public garden. In the good weather there was always an artist with his easel. Artists 

liked the way the palms grew and the bright colors of the hotels facing the gardens and the sea. 

Italians came from a long way off to look up at the war monument. It was made of bronze and 

glistened in the rain. It was raining. The rain dripped from the palm trees. Water stood in pools on 

the gravel paths. The sea broke in a long line in the rain and slipped back down the beach to come 
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up and break again in a long line in the rain. The motor cars were gone from the square by the war 

monument. Across the square in the doorway of the café a waiter stood looking out at the empty 

square. 

The American wife stood at the window looking out. Outside right under their window a cat 

was crouched under one of the dripping green tables. The cat was trying to make herself so compact 

that she would not be dripped on. 

"I’m going down and get that kitty," the American wife said. 

"I’ll do it," her husband offered from the bed. 

"No, I’ll get it. The poor kitty out trying to keep dry under a table." 

The husband went on reading, lying propped up with the two pillows at the foot of the bed. 

"Don’t get wet," he said. 

The wife went downstairs and the hotel owner stood up and bowed to her as she passed the 

office. His desk was at the far end of the office. He was an old man and very tall. 

"Il piove," the wife said. She liked the hotel-keeper. 

"Si, Si, Signora, brutto tempo. It is very bad weather." 

He stood behind his desk in the far end of the dim room. The wife liked him. She liked the deadly 

serious 

way he received any complaints. She liked his dignity. She liked the way he wanted to serve her. 

She liked the way he felt about being a hotel-keeper. She liked his old, heavy face and big hands. 

Liking him she opened the door and looked out. It was raining harder. A man in a rubber cape 

was crossing the empty square to the café. The cat would be around to the right. Perhaps she could 

go along under the eaves. 

As she stood in the doorway an umbrella opened behind her. It was the maid who looked after 

their room. 

"You must not get wet," she smiled, speaking Italian. Of course, the hotel-keeper had sent her. 

With the maid holding the umbrella over her, she walked along the gravel path until she was 

under their window. The table was there, washed bright green in the rain, but the cat was gone. She 

was suddenly disappointed. The maid looked up at her. 

"Ha perduto qualque cosa, Signora?" 

"There was a cat," said the American girl. 

"A cat?" 

"Si, il gatto." 

"A cat?" the maid laughed. "A cat in the rain?" 

"Yes,–" she said, "under the table." Then, "Oh, I wanted it so much. I wanted a kitty." 

When she talked English the maid’s face tightened. 

"Come, Signora," she said. "We must get back inside. You will be wet." 

"I suppose so," said the American girl. 

They went back along the gravel path and passed in the door. The maid stayed outside to close 

the umbrella. 

As the American girl passed the office, the padrone bowed from his desk. Something felt very 

small and tight inside the girl. The padrone made her feel very small and at the same time really 

important. She had a momentary feeling of being of supreme importance. She went on up the stairs. 

She opened the door of the room. 

George was on the bed, reading. 

"Did you get the cat?" he asked, putting the book down. 

"It was gone." 

"Wonder where it went to," he said, resting his eyes from reading. 

She sat down on the bed. 

"I wanted it so much," she said. "I don’t know why I wanted it so much. I wanted that poor kitty. 

It isn’t any fun to be a poor kitty out in the rain." 

George was reading again. 
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She went over and sat in front of the mirror of the dressing table looking at herself with the 

hand glass. She studied her profile, first one side and then the other. Then she studied the back of her 

head and her neck. 

"Don’t you think it would be a good idea if I let my hair grow out?" she asked, looking at her 

profile again. 

George looked up and saw the back of her neck, clipped close like a boy’s. 

"I like it the way it is." 

"I get so tired of it," she said. "I get so tired of looking like a boy." 

George shifted his position in the bed. He hadn’t looked away from her since she started to 

speak. 

"You look pretty darn nice," he said. 

She laid the mirror down on the dresser and went over to the window and looked out. It was 

getting dark. 

"I want to pull my hair back tight and smooth and make a big knot at the back that I can feel," 

she said. "I want to have a kitty to sit on my lap and purr when I stroke her." 

"Yeah?" George said from the bed. 

"And I want to eat at a table with my own silver and I want candles. And I want it to be spring 

and I want to brush my hair out in front of a mirror and I want a kitty and I want some new clothes." 

"Oh, shut up and get something to read," George said. He was reading again. 

His wife was looking out of the window. It was quite dark now and still raining in the palm 

trees. 

"Anyway, I want a cat," she said, "I want a cat. I want a cat now. If I can’t have long hair or 

any fun, I can have a cat." 

George was not listening. He was reading his book. His wife looked out of the window where 

the light had come on in the square. 

Someone knocked at the door. 

"Avanti," George said. He looked up from his book. 

In the doorway stood the maid. She held a big tortoiseshell cat pressed tight against her and 

swung down against her body. 

"Excuse me," she said, "the padrone asked me to bring this for the Signora." 

 

TASK 19 

Practical task: analyze the following texts.  

 

The Oval Portrait (Edgar Poe) 

The chateau into which my valet had ventured to make forcible entrance, rather than permit me, in 

my desperately wounded condition, to pass a night in the open air, was one of those piles of commingled 

gloom and grandeur which have so long frowned among the Appennines, not less in fact than in the fancy 

of Mrs. Radcliffe. To all appearance it had been temporarily and very lately abandoned. We established 

ourselves in one of the smallest and least sumptuously furnished apartments. It lay in a remote turret of the 

building. Its decorations were rich, yet tattered and antique. Its walls were hung with tapestry and bedecked 

with manifold and multiform armorial trophies, together with an unusually great number of very spirited 

modern paintings in frames of rich golden arabesque. In these paintings, which depended from the walls 

not only in their main surfaces, but in very many nooks which the bizarre architecture of the chateau 

rendered necessary - in these paintings my incipient delirium, perhaps, had caused me to take deep interest; 

so that I bade Pedro to close the heavy shutters of the room - since it was already night - to light the tongues 

of a tall candelabrum which stood by the head of my bed - and to throw open far and wide the fringed 

curtains of black velvet which enveloped the bed itself. I wished all this done that I might resign myself, if 

not to sleep, at least alternately to the contemplation of these pictures, and the perusal of a small volume 

which had been found upon the pillow, and which purported to criticise and describe them. 

Long - long I read - and devoutly, devotedly I gazed. Rapidly and gloriously the hours flew by and 

the deep midnight came. The position of the candelabrum displeased me, and outreaching my hand with 
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difficulty, rather than disturb my slumbering valet, I placed it so as to throw its rays more fully upon the 

book. 

        But the action produced an effect altogether unanticipated. The rays of the numerous candles (for 

there were many) now fell within a niche of the room which had hitherto been thrown into deep shade by 

one of the bed-posts. I thus saw in vivid light a picture all unnoticed before. It was the portrait of a young 

girl just ripening into womanhood. I glanced at the painting hurriedly, and then closed my eyes. Why I did 

this was not at first apparent even to my own perception. But while my lids remained thus shut, I ran over 

in my mind my reason for so shutting them. It was an impulsive movement to gain time for thought - to 

make sure that my vision had not deceived me - to calm and subdue my fancy for a more sober and more 

certain gaze. In a very few moments I again looked fixedly at the painting. 

That I now saw aright I could not and would not doubt; for the first flashing of the candles upon that 

canvas had seemed to dissipate the dreamy stupor which was stealing over my senses, and to startle me at 

once into waking life. 

 The portrait, I have already said, was that of a young girl. It was a mere head and shoulders, done 

in what is technically termed a vignette manner; much in the style of the favorite heads of Sully. The arms, 

the bosom, and even the ends of the radiant hair melted imperceptibly into the vague yet deep shadow 

which formed the back-ground of the whole. The frame was oval, richly gilded and filigreed in Moresque. 

As a thing of art nothing could be more admirable than the painting itself. But it could have been neither 

the execution of the work, nor the immortal beauty of the countenance, which had so suddenly and so 

vehemently moved me. Least of all, could it have been that my fancy, shaken from its half slumber, had 

mistaken the head for that of a living person. I saw at once that the peculiarities of the design, of the 

vignetting, and of the frame, must have instantly dispelled such idea - must have prevented even its 

momentary entertainment. Thinking earnestly upon these points, I remained, for an hour perhaps, half 

sitting, half reclining, with my vision riveted upon the portrait. At length, satisfied with the true secret of 

its effect, I fell back within the bed. I had found the spell of the picture in an absolute life-likeliness of 

expression, which, at first startling, finally confounded, subdued, and appalled me. With deep and reverent 

awe I replaced the candelabrum in its former position. The cause of my deep agitation being thus shut from 

view, I sought eagerly the volume which discussed the paintings and their histories. Turning to the number 

which designated the oval portrait, I there read the vague and quaint words which follow: 

"She was a maiden of rarest beauty, and not more lovely than full of glee. And evil was the hour when 

she saw, and loved, and wedded the painter. He, passionate, studious, austere, and having already a bride 

in his Art; she a maiden of rarest beauty, and not more lovely than full of glee; all light and smiles, and 

frolicsome as the young fawn; loving and cherishing all things; hating only the Art which was her rival; 

dreading only the pallet and brushes and other untoward instruments which deprived her of the 

countenance of her lover. It was thus a terrible thing for this lady to hear the painter speak of his desire to 

portray even his young bride. But she was humble and obedient, and sat meekly for many weeks in the dark, 

high turret-chamber where the light dripped upon the pale canvas only from overhead. But he, the painter, 

took glory in his work, which went on from hour to hour, and from day to day. And be was a passionate, 

and wild, and moody man, who became lost in reveries; so that he would not see that the light which fell 

so ghastly in that lone turret withered the health and the spirits of his bride, who pined visibly to all but 

him. Yet she smiled on and still on, uncomplainingly, because she saw that the painter (who had high 

renown) took a fervid and burning pleasure in his task, and wrought day and night to depict her who so 

loved him, yet who grew daily more dispirited and weak. And in sooth some who beheld the portrait spoke 

of its resemblance in low words, as of a mighty marvel, and a proof not less of the power of the painter 

than of his deep love for her whom he depicted so surpassingly well. But at length, as the labor drew nearer 

to its conclusion, there were admitted none into the turret; for the painter had grown wild with the ardor 

of his work, and turned his eyes from canvas merely, even to regard the countenance of his wife. And he 

would not see that the tints which he spread upon the canvas were drawn from the cheeks of her who sate 

beside him. And when many weeks bad passed, and but little remained to do, save one brush upon the 

mouth and one tint upon the eye, the spirit of the lady again flickered up as the flame within the socket of 

the lamp. And then the brush was given, and then the tint was placed; and, for one moment, the painter 

stood entranced before the work which he had wrought; but in the next, while he yet gazed, he grew 
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tremulous and very pallid, and aghast, and crying with a loud voice, "This is indeed Life itself!" turned 

suddenly to regard his beloved: - She was dead! 

 

Lamb to the Slaughter (Roald Dahl) 
The room was warm and clean, the curtains drawn, the two table lamps alight-hers and the one by 

the empty chair opposite. On the sideboard behind her, two tall glasses, soda water, whiskey.  Fresh ice 

cubes in the Thermos bucket. 

Mary Maloney was waiting for her husband to come him from work. 

Now and again she would glance up at the clock, but without anxiety, merely to please herself with 

the thought that each minute gone by made it nearer the time when he would come.  There was a slow 

smiling air about her, and about everything she did.  The drop of a head as she bent over her sewing was 

curiously tranquil.  Her skin -for this was her sixth month with child- had acquired a wonderful translucent 

quality, the mouth was soft, and the eyes, with their new placid look, seemed larger darker than before. 

When the clock said ten minutes to five, she began to listen, and a few moments later, punctually as always, 

she heard the tires on the gravel outside, and the car door slamming, the footsteps passing the window, the 

key turning in the lock.  She laid aside her sewing, stood up, and went forward to kiss him as he came in. 

“Hullo darling,” she said. 

“Hullo darling,” he answered. 

She took his coat and hung it in the closer.  Then she walked over and made the drinks, a strongish 

one for him, a weak one for herself; and soon she was back again in her chair with the sewing, and he in 

the other, opposite, holding the tall glass with both hands, rocking it so the ice cubes tinkled against the 

side. 

For her, this was always a blissful time of day.  She knew he didn’t want to speak much until the first 

drink was finished, and she, on her side, was content to sit quietly, enjoying his company after the long 

hours alone in the house.  She loved to luxuriate in the presence of this man, and to feel-almost as a 

sunbather feels the sun- that warm male glow that came out of him to her when they were alone 

together.  She loved him for the way he sat loosely in a chair, for the way he came in a door, or moved 

slowly across the room with long strides.  She loved intent, far look in his eyes when they rested in her, the 

funny shape of the mouth, and especially the way he remained silent about his tiredness, sitting still with 

himself until the whiskey had taken some of it away. 

“Tired darling?” 

“Yes,” he said.  “I’m tired,” and as he spoke, he did an unusual thing.  He lifted his glass and drained 

it in one swallow although there was still half of it, at least half of it left. She wasn’t really watching him, 

but she knew what he had done because she heard the ice cubes falling back against the bottom of the 

empty glass when he lowered his arm.  He paused a moment, leaning forward in the chair, then he got up 

and went slowly over to fetch himself another. 

“I’ll get it!” she cried, jumping up. 

“Sit down,” he said. 

When he came back, she noticed that the new drink was dark amber with the quantity of whiskey in 

it. 

“Darling, shall I get your slippers?” 

“No.” 

She watched him as he began to sip the dark yellow drink, and she could see little oily swirls in the 

liquid because it was so strong. 

“I think it’s a shame,” she said, “that when a policeman gets to be as senior as you, they keep him 

walking about on his feet all day long.” 

He didn’t answer, so she bent her head again and went on with her sewing; bet each time he lifted 

the drink to his lips, she heard the ice cubes clinking against the side of the glass. 

“Darling,” she said.  “Would you like me to get you some cheese?  I haven’t made any supper 

because it’s Thursday.” 

“No,” he said. 
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“If you’re too tired to eat out,” she went on, “it’s still not too late.  There’s plenty of meat and stuff 

in the freezer, and you can have it right here and not even move out of the chair.” 

Her eyes waited on him for an answer, a smile, a little nod, but he made no sign.  

“Anyway,” she went on, “I’ll get you some cheese and crackers first.” 

“I don’t want it,” he said. 

She moved uneasily in her chair, the large eyes still watching his face.  “But you must eat!  I’ll fix it 

anyway, and then you can have it or not, as you like.” 

She stood up and placed her sewing on the table by the lamp. 

“Sit down,” he said.  “Just for a minute, sit down.” 

It wasn’t till then that she began to get frightened. 

“Go on,” he said.  “Sit down.” 

She lowered herself back slowly into the chair, watching him all the time with those large, bewildered 

eyes.  He had finished the second drink and was staring down into the glass, frowning. 

“Listen,” he said.  “I’ve got something to tell you.” 

“What is it, darling?  What’s the matter?” 

He had now become absolutely motionless, and he kept his head down so that the light from the lamp 

beside him fell across the upper part of his face, leaving the chin and mouth in shadow.  She noticed there 

was a little muscle moving near the corner of his left eye.   

 “This is going to be a bit of a shock to you, I’m afraid,” he said.  “But I’ve thought about it a good 

deal and I’ve decided the only thing to do is tell you right away.  I hope you won’t blame me too much.” 

And he told her.  It didn’t take long, four or five minutes at most, and she say very still through it all, 

watching him with a kind of dazed horror as he went further and further away from her with each word. 

“So there it is,” he added.  “And I know it’s kind of a bad time to be telling you, bet there simply 

wasn’t any other way.  Of course I’ll give you money and see you’re looked after.  But there needn’t really 

be any fuss.  I hope not anyway.  It wouldn’t be very good for my job.” 

Her first instinct was not to believe any of it, to reject it all.  It occurred to her that perhaps he hadn’t 

even spoken, that she herself had imagined the whole thing.  Maybe, if she went about her business and 

acted as though she hadn’t been listening, then later, when she sort of woke up again, she might find none 

of it had ever happened. 

“I’ll get the supper,” she managed to whisper, and this time he didn’t stop her. 

When she walked across the room she couldn’t feel her feet touching the floor.  She couldn’t feel 

anything at all- except a slight nausea and a desire to vomit.  Everything was automatic now-down the 

steps to the cellar, the light switch, the deep freeze, the hand inside the cabinet taking hold of the first object 

it met.  She lifted it out, and looked at it.  It was wrapped in paper, so she took off the paper and looked at 

it again. 

A leg of lamb. 

All right then, they would have lamb for supper.  She carried it upstairs, holding the thin bone-end of 

it with both her hands, and as she went through the living-room, she saw him standing over by the window 

with his back to her, and she stopped. 

“For God’s sake,” he said, hearing her, but not turning round.  “Don’t make supper for me.  I’m 

going out.” 

At that point, Mary Maloney simply walked up behind him and without any pause she swung the big 

frozen leg of lamb high in the air and brought it down as hard as she could on the back of his head. 

She might just as well have hit him with a steel club. 

She stepped back a pace, waiting, and the funny thing was that he remained standing there for at 

least four or five seconds, gently swaying.  Then he crashed to the carpet.   

The violence of the crash, the noise, the small table overturning, helped bring her out of he shock.  She 

came out slowly, feeling cold and surprised, and she stood for a while blinking at the body, still holding 

the ridiculous piece of meat tight with both hands. 

All right, she told herself.  So I’ve killed him. 

It was extraordinary, now, how clear her mind became all of a sudden.  She began thinking very 

fast.  As the wife of a detective, she knew quite well what the penalty would be.  That was fine.  It made no 
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difference to her.  In fact, it would be a relief.  On the other hand, what about the child?  What were the 

laws about murderers with unborn children?  Did they kill them both-mother and child?  Or did they wait 

until the tenth month?  What did they do? 

Mary Maloney didn’t know.  And she certainly wasn’t prepared to take a chance. 

She carried the meat into the kitchen, placed it in a pan, turned the oven on high, and shoved t 

inside.  Then she washed her hands and ran upstairs to the bedroom.  She sat down before the mirror, 

tidied her hair, touched up her lops and face.  She tried a smile.  It came out rather peculiar.  She tried 

again. 

“Hullo Sam,” she said brightly, aloud. 

The voice sounded peculiar too. 

“I want some potatoes please, Sam.  Yes, and I think a can of peas.” 

That was better. Both the smile and the voice were coming out better now.  She rehearsed it several 

times more.  Then she ran downstairs, took her coat, went out the back door, down the garden, into the 

street. 

It wasn’t six o’clock yet and the lights were still on in the grocery shop. 

“Hullo Sam,” she said brightly, smiling at the man behind the counter. 

“Why, good evening, Mrs. Maloney.  How’re you?” 

“I want some potatoes please, Sam.  Yes, and I think a can of peas.” 

The man turned and reached up behind him on the shelf for the peas. 

“Patrick’s decided he’s tired and doesn’t want to eat out tonight,” she told him.  “We usually go out 

Thursdays, you know, and now he’s caught me without any vegetables in the house.” 

“Then how about meat, Mrs. Maloney?” 

“No, I’ve got meat, thanks.  I got a nice leg of lamb from the freezer.” 

“Oh.” 

“I don’t know much like cooking it frozen, Sam, but I’m taking a chance on it this time.  You think 

it’ll be alright?” 

“Personally,” the grocer said, “I don’t believe it makes any difference.  You want these Idaho 

potatoes?” 

“Oh yes, that’ll be fine.  Two of those.” 

“Anything else?” The grocer cocked his head on one side, looking at her pleasantly.  “How about 

afterwards?  What you going to give him for afterwards?” 

“Well-what would you suggest, Sam?” 

The man glanced around his shop.  “How about a nice big slice of cheesecake?  I know he likes that.” 

“Perfect,” she said.  “He loves it.” 

And when it was all wrapped and she had paid, she put on her brightest smile and said, “Thank you, 

Sam.  Goodnight.” 

“Goodnight, Mrs. Maloney.  And thank you.” 

And now, she told herself as she hurried back, all she was doing now, she was returning home to her 

husband and he was waiting for his supper; and she must cook it good, and make it as tasty as possible 

because the poor man was tired; and if, when she entered the house, she happened to find anything unusual, 

or tragic, or terrible, then naturally it would be a shock and she’d become frantic with grief and 

horror.  Mind you, she wasn’t expecting to find anything.  She was just going home with the vegetables. 

Mrs. Patrick Maloney going home with the vegetables on Thursday evening to cook supper for her husband. 

That’s the way, she told herself.  Do everything right and natural.  Keep things absolutely natural 

and there’ll be no need for any acting at all. 

Therefore, when she entered the kitchen by the back door, she was humming a little tune to herself 

and smiling. 

“Patrick!” she called.  “How are you, darling?” 

She put the parcel down on the table and went through into the living room; and when she saw him 

lying there on the floor with his legs doubled up and one arm twisted back underneath his body, it really 

was rather a shock.  All the old love and longing for him welled up inside her, and she ran over to him, 

knelt down beside him, and began to cry her heart out.  It was easy.  No acting was necessary. 
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A few minutes later she got up and went to the phone.  She know the number of the police station, and 

when the man at the other end answered, she cried to him, “Quick!  Come quick!  Patrick’s dead!” 

“Who’s speaking?” 

“Mrs. Maloney.  Mrs. Patrick Maloney.” 

“You mean Patrick Maloney’s dead?” 

“I think so,” she sobbed.  “He’s lying on the floor and I think he’s dead.” 

“Be right over,” the man said. 

The car came very quickly, and when she opened the front door, two policeman walked in.  She know 

them both-she know nearly all the man at that precinct-and she fell right into a chair, then went over to 

join the other one, who was called O’Malley, kneeling by the body. 

“Is he dead?” she cried. 

“I’m afraid he is.  What happened?” 

Briefly, she told her story about going out to the grocer and coming back to find him on the 

floor.  While she was talking, crying and talking, Noonan discovered a small patch of congealed blood on 

the dead man’s head.  He showed it to O’Malley who got up at once and hurried to the phone. 

Soon, other men began to come into the house.  First a doctor, then two detectives, one of whom she 

know by name.  Later, a police photographer arrived and took pictures, and a man who know about 

fingerprints.  There was a great deal of whispering and muttering beside the corpse, and the detectives 

kept asking her a lot of questions.  But they always treated her kindly.  She told her story again, this time 

right from the beginning, when Patrick had come in, and she was sewing, and he was tired, so tired he 

hadn’t wanted to go out for supper.  She told how she’d put the meat in the oven-”it’s there now, cooking”- 

and how she’d slopped out to the grocer for vegetables, and come back to find him lying on the floor. 

Which grocer?” one of the detectives asked. 

She told him, and he turned and whispered something to the other detective who immediately went 

outside into the street. 

In fifteen minutes he was back with a page of notes, and there was more whispering, and through her 

sobbing she heard a few of the whispered phrases-”...acted quite normal...very cheerful...wanted to give 

him a good supper…peas...cheesecake...impossible that she...” 

After a while, the photographer and the doctor departed and two other men came in and took the 

corpse away on a stretcher.  Then the fingerprint man went away.  The two detectives remained, and so 

did the two policeman.  They were exceptionally nice to her, and Jack Noonan asked if she wouldn’t rather 

go somewhere else, to her sister’s house perhaps, or to his own wife who would take care of her and put 

her up for the night. 

No, she said.  She didn’t feel she could move even a yard at the moment.  Would they mind awfully if 

she stayed just where she was until she felt better.  She didn’t feel too good at the moment, she really didn’t. 

Then hadn’t she better lie down on the bed?  Jack Noonan asked. 

No, she said.  She’d like to stay right where she was, in this chair.  A little later, perhaps, when she 

felt better, she would move. 

So they left her there while they went about their business, searching the house.  Occasionally on of 

the detectives asked her another question.  Sometimes Jack Noonan spoke at her gently as he passed 

by.  Her husband, he told her, had been killed by a blow on the back of the head administered with a heavy 

blunt instrument, almost certainly a large piece of metal.  They were looking for the weapon.  The murderer 

may have taken it with him, but on the other hand he may have thrown it away or hidden it somewhere on 

the premises. 

“It’s the old story,” he said.  “Get the weapon, and you’ve got the man.” 

Later, one of the detectives came up and sat beside her.  Did she know, he asked, of anything in the 

house that could’ve been used as the weapon?  Would she mind having a look around to see if anything 

was missing-a very big spanner, for example, or a heavy metal vase. 

They didn’t have any heavy metal vases, she said. 

“Or a big spanner?” 

She didn’t think they had a big spanner.  But there might be some things like that in the garage. 
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The search went on.  She knew that there were other policemen in the garden all around the 

house.  She could hear their footsteps on the gravel outside, and sometimes she saw a flash of a torch 

through a chink in the curtains.  It began to get late, nearly nine she noticed by the clock on the mantle.  The 

four men searching the rooms seemed to be growing weary, a trifle exasperated. 

“Jack,” she said, the next time Sergeant Noonan went by.  “Would you mind giving me a drink?” 

“Sure I’ll give you a drink.  You mean this whiskey?” 

“Yes please.  But just a small one.  It might make me feel better.” 

He handed her the glass. 

“Why don’t you have one yourself,” she said.  “You must be awfully tired.  Please do.  You’ve been 

very good to me.” 

“Well,” he answered.  “It’s not strictly allowed, but I might take just a drop to keep me going.” 

One by one the others came in and were persuaded to take a little nip of whiskey.  They stood around 

rather awkwardly with the drinks in their hands, uncomfortable in her presence, trying to say consoling 

things to her.  Sergeant Noonan wandered into the kitchen, come out quickly and said, “Look, Mrs. 

Maloney.  You know that oven of yours is still on, and the meat still inside.” 

“Oh dear me!” she cried.  “So it is!” 

“I better turn it off for you, hadn’t I?” 

“Will you do that, Jack.  Thank you so much.” 

When the sergeant returned the second time, she looked at him with her large, dark tearful 

eyes.  “Jack Noonan,” she said. 

“Yes?” 

“Would you do me a small favor-you and these others?” 

“We can try, Mrs. Maloney.” 

“Well,” she said.  “Here you all are, and good friends of dear Patrick’s too, and helping to catch the 

man who killed him.  You must be terrible hungry by now because it’s long past your suppertime, and I 

know Patrick would never forgive me, God bless his soul, if I allowed you to remain in his house without 

offering you decent hospitality.  Why don’t you eat up that lamb that’s in the oven.  It’ll be cooked just right 

by now.” 

“Wouldn’t dream of it,” Sergeant Noonan said. 

“Please,” she begged.  “Please eat it.  Personally I couldn’t touch a thing, certainly not what’s been 

in the house when he was here.  But it’s all right for you.  It’d be a favor to me if you’d eat it up.  Then you 

can go on with your work again afterwards.” 

There was a good deal of hesitation among the four policemen, but they were clearly hungry, and in 

the end they were persuaded to go into the kitchen and help themselves.  The woman stayed where she was, 

listening to them speaking among themselves, their voices thick and sloppy because their mouths were full 

of meat. 

“Have some more, Charlie?” 

“No.  Better not finish it.” 

“She wants us to finish it. She said so.  Be doing her a favor.” 

“Okay then.  Give me some more.” 

“That’s the hell of a big club the guy must’ve used to hit poor Patrick,” one of them was saying.  “The 

doc says his skull was smashed all to pieces just like from a sledgehammer.” 

“That’s why it ought to be easy to find.” 

“Exactly what I say.” 

“Whoever done it, they’re not going to be carrying a thing like that around with them longer than 

they need.” 

One of them belched. 

“Personally, I think it’s right here on the premises.” 

“Probably right under our very noses.  What you think, Jack?” 

And in the other room, Mary Maloney began to giggle.   
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The Reading Public (Stephen Leacock) 

"Wish to look about the store? Oh, by all means, sir" said the manager of one of the biggest 

book stores in New York. He called to his assistant, "Just show this gentleman our ancient classics – 

the ten-cent series. " With this he dismissed me from his mind. 

In other words he had guessed at a glance that I was a professor. The manager of the biggest 

book store cannot be deceived in a customer. He knew I would hang around for two hours, get in 

everybody’s way, and finally buy the Dialogues of Plato for ten cents. 

He despised me, but a professor standing in a corner buried in a book looks well in a store. It 

is a sort of advertisement. 

So it was that standing in a far corner I had an opportunity of noticing something of this up-to-

date manager’s methods with his real customers. 

"You are quite sure it’s his latest?" a fashionably dressed woman was saying to the manager. 

"Oh, yes, madam, this is Mr. Slush’s very latest book, I assure you. It’s having a wonderful 

sale." As he spoke he pointed to a huge pile of books on the counter with the title in big letters – 

Golden Dreams. 

"This book," said the lady idly turning over the pages, "is it good?" 

"It’s an extremely powerful thing," said the manager, "in fact it’s a masterpiece. The critics are 

saying that without exaggeration it is the most powerful book of the season. It is bound to make a 

sensation." 

"Oh, really!" said the lady. "Well, I think I’ll take it then." 

Suddenly she remembered something. «Oh, and will you give me something f or my husband? 

He’s going down south. You know the kind of thing one reads on vacation?» 

"Oh, perfectly, madam. I think we have just what you husband wants. Seven Weeks in the 

Sahara, dollars; Six Months in a Waggon, 6 dollars; Afternoons in an Oxcart, two volumes, 4 dollars 

30 cents. Or here, now, Among the Cannibals of Corfu, or Among the Monkeys of New Guinea, 10 

dollars." And with this the manager laid his hand on another pile as numerous as the pile of Golden 

Dreams. 

"It seems rather expensive," remarked the lady. 

"Oh, a most expensive book," repeated the manager in a tone of enthusiasm. "You see, it’s the 

illustrations, actual photographs of actual monkeys; and the paper." 

The lady bought Among the Monkeys. 

Another lady entered. A widow, judging by her black dress. 

"Something new in fiction," repeated the manager, "yes, madam, here’s a charming thing, 

Golden Dreams,– a very sweet story. In fact, the critics are saying it’s the sweetest thing Mr. Slush 

has done." 

"Is it good?" said the lady. 

"It’s a very charming love story. My wife was reading it aloud only last night. She could hardly 

read for tears." 

"I suppose it’s quite a safe book?" asked the widow anxiously. "I want it for my little daughter." 

"A assure you it’s perfectly safe. In fact, it is written quite in the old style, like the dear old 

books of the past; quite like –" here the manager paused with a slight doubt – "Dickens and Fielding 

and – er – so on." 

The widow bought the Golden Dreams, received it wrapped up, and passed out. 

"Have you any good light reading?" called out the next customer in a loud cheerful voice – he 

had the air of a man starting on a holiday. 

"Yes," said the manager, and his face almost broke into a laugh. 

"Here’s an excellent thing, Golden Dreams; quite the most humorous book of the season. My 

wife was reading it last night. She could hardly read for laughing." 

After that the customers came and went in a string. To one lady Golden Dreams was sold as 

exactly the reading for a holiday, to another as the very book to read after a holiday; another bought 

it as a book for a rainy day, and a fourth as the right sort of reading for a fine day. 
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Among the Monkeys was sold as a sea story, a land story, a story of the jungle, a story of the 

mountains; each time at a different price. 

After a busy two hours I drew near and from a curiosity that I couldn’t resist said, "That book, 

Golden Dreams, you seem to think it’s a very wonderful book?" 

The manager knew that I had no intention of buying the book, so he shook his head. "Frankly 

speaking, I imagine it’s perfectly rotten." 

"Haven’t you read it?" I asked in amazement. 

"Dear me, no!" said the manager. His air was that of a milkman who is offered a glass of his 

own milk. "A pretty time I’d have if I tried to read all the new books. It’s quite enough to keep track 

of them without that." 

"But those people," I went on, deeply puzzled, "won’t they be disappointed?" 

"By no means!" he said. "They won’t read it. They never do." 

"But at any rate your wife thought it a fine story," I insisted. 

The manager smiled widely. "I am not married, sir." 

 

Fireworks (Tom Gillespie) 
She started in the bathroom. She put the shaving brush, the disposable razor, the toothbrush 

and the dental floss in a large black bin bag. Then she moved to the bedroom. She picked up the 

laundry basket and deposited its entire contents into the bag. She opened a drawer and cleared out 

the underwear. By now her movements were becoming more frantic. She went to the wardrobe and 

filled another three bags with suits, shirts, ties, jeans, jogging pants, sweaters and shoes. She pulled 

out the boxes from under the bed and removed the junk that had collected there. Downstairs, she 

rifled through the CD's, and after that the books; the graphic novels, thrillers, travel companions, 

computer guides and poetry anthologies. Then, without coming up for air, she moved on to the photo 

albums and the letters and the framed pictures and the small porcelain gifts. All of it she bagged and 

binned, ready for tomorrow's collection. Finally, she went out to the shed. There she found the toolbox 

and assorted DIY equipment, and trashed the lot. She searched the shelves and drawers for any other 

items to dispose of, and in the bottom of a cupboard, beneath the gardening gloves, she discovered 

them.  

     It was her 40th birthday, and he had bought her fireworks to celebrate. It was one of his 

annual dinner party jokes that they should put her on a bonfire instead of Guy Fawkes. But she never 

set them off because he had been called away to a conference in Swindon and she was left to party 

on her own. So now, five months later, they had resurfaced. She looked at them for a minute, feeling 

some kind of sadness. Then she threw them in the dustbin along with the power tools. Back in the 

house, she poured herself a brandy and sank down exhausted on the sofa.  

     It was starting to get dark. After she had polished off another glass, she started thinking 

about the fireworks again. She went outside and retrieved the box from the bin. She returned to the 

kitchen to examine the contents more carefully. There was all the usual stuff, a catherine wheel, a 

couple of fountains, a jack-in-the-box and two or three rockets. As she lifted them out, a note fell to 

the floor. On it, he had written,  

     To my love rocket  

     You fill my sky with light  

         Love, R  

     She put the fireworks back in the box and went out into the garden.  

     She set up the catherine wheel on the back gatepost. She twisted his note into a long thin 

strip and put a match to it. It burned slowly, just like a real taper. She lit the fuse and within seconds 

the catherine wheel started to spin. Sparks flew off into the darkness. Soon, a child appeared at the 

fence.  

     'What are you doing? she asked.  

     'Celebrating.'  
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     Then she lit the jack-in-the-box and it bounced and fizzed across the lawn. The little girl got 

scared and moved back. After a while, she was joined by more inquisitive visitors, as some of the 

neighbours gathered at the fence.  

     'Where did you get fireworks at this time of year?'  

     'What's all this in aid of?'  

     But she ignored them and continued to empty the box.  

     Eventually, she was down to the last rocket. She had saved the biggest till last and this was 

her grand finale. She stuck the tail in the ground and lit the touch paper with the remnants of his 

screwed up inscription. She stood well back and waited. The fuse paper glowed, fizzled and then went 

out. The neighbours sighed. She tried again. Nothing. She went into the kitchen and found a box of 

household matches. She returned and put a match to the fuse. Nothing still. She tore off a strip of 

card from the fireworks box and used that as a taper. The cardboard produced a healthy flame and 

this time the fuse sparked back into life. The rocket screamed and shot straight up into the air. The 

neighbours gasped and applauded and the little girl ran into her house. Then, with one almighty 

bang, a spectacular display of light filled the sky. Multicoloured balls of fire scattered in all directions 

and then exploded as they dropped back to earth. Wave after wave of incandescent fury danced across 

the garden. Then, with one last whimper, it was all over and darkness returned again.  

     The neighbours wandered back to their evening rituals. She bundled up the empty firework 

cases and laid them out with all the rest of his stuff. It was cold now and a frost was beginning to 

settle on the lawn. She buttoned up her coat and went back inside. 

 

 

 

The April Witch (Ray Bradbury) 

Into the air, over the valleys, under the stars, above a river, a pond, a road, flew Cecy. Invisible 

as new spring winds, fresh as the breath of clover rising from twilight fields, she flew. She soared in 

doves as soft as white ermine, stopped in trees and lived in blossoms, showering away in petals when 

the breeze blew. She perched in a limegreen frog, cool as mint by a shining pool. She trotted in a 

brambly dog and barked to hear echoes from the sides of distant barns. She lived in new April grasses, 

in sweet clear liquids rising from the musky earth. 

It's spring, thought Cecy. I'll be in every living thing in the world tonight. 

Now she inhabited neat crickets on the tar-pool roads, now prickled in dew on an iron gate. 

Hers was an adapt-ably quick mind flowing unseen upon Illinois winds on this one evening of her life 

when she was just seventeen. 

"I want to be in love," she said. 

She had said it at supper. And her parents had widened their eyes and stiffened back in their 

chairs. "Patience," had been their advice. "Remember, you're remarkable. Our whole family is odd 

and remarkable. We can't mix or marry with ordinary folk. We'd lose our magical powers if we did. 

You wouldn't want to lose your ability to 'travel' by magic, would you? Then be careful. Be careful!" 

But in her high bedroom, Cecy had touched perfume to her throat and stretched out, trembling 

and apprehensive, on her four-poster, as a moon the colour of milk rose over Illinois country, turning 

rivers to cream and roads to platinum. 

"Yes," she sighed. "I'm one of an odd family. We sleep days and fly nights like black kites on 

the wind. If we want, we can sleep in moles through the winter, in the warm earth. I can live in 

anything at all - a pebble, a crocus, or a praying mantis. I can leave my plain, bony body behind and 

send my mind far out for adventure. Now!" 

The wind whipped her away over fields and meadows. 

She saw the warm spring lights of cottages and farms glowing with twilight colours. 

If I can't be in love, myself, because I'm plain and odd, then I'll be in love through someone 

else, she thought. 

Outside a farmhouse in the spring night a dark-haired girl, no more than nineteen, drew up 

water from a deep stone well. She was singing. 
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Cecy fell - a green leaf- into the well. She lay in the tender moss of the well, gazing up through 

dark coolness. Now she quickened in a fluttering, invisible amoeba. Now in a water droplet! At last, 

within a cold cup, she felt herself lifted to the girl's warm lips. There was a soft night sound of 

drinking. 

Ceсy looked out from the girl's eyes. 

She entered into the dark head and gazed from the shining eyes at the hands pulling the rough 

rope. She listened through the shell ears to this girl's world. She smelled a particular universe through 

these delicate nostrils, felt this special heart beating, beating. Felt this strange tongue move with 

singing. 

Does she know I'm here? thought Cecy. 

The girl gasped. She stared into the night meadows. 

"Who's there?" 

No answer. 

"Only the wind," whispered Cecy. 

"Only the wind." The girl laughed at herself, but shivered. 

It was a good body, this girl's body. It held bones of finest slender ivory hidden and roundly 

fleshed. This brain was like a pink tea rose, hung in darkness, and there was cider-wine in this mouth. 

The lips lay firm on the white, white teeth and the brows arched neatly at the world, and the hair blew 

soft and fine on her milky neck. The pores knit small and close. The nose tilted at the moon and the 

cheeks glowed like small fires. The body drifted with feather-balances from one motion to another 

and seemed always singing to itself. Being in this body, this head, was like basking in a hearth fire, 

living in the purr of a sleeping cat, stirring in warm creek waters that flowed by night to the sea. 

I'll like it here, thought Cecy. 

"What?" asked the girl, as if she'd heard a voice. 

"What's your name?" asked Cecy carefully. 

"Ann Leary." The girl twitched. "Now why should I say that out loud?" 

"Ann, Ann," whispered Cecy. "Ann, you're going to be in love." 

As if to answer this, a great roar sprang from the road, a clatter and a ring of wheels on gravel. 

A tall man drove up in a rig, holding the reins high with his monstrous arms, his smile glowing across 

the yard. 

"Is that you, Tom?" 

"Who else?" Leaping from the rig, he tied the reins to the fence. 

"I'm not speaking to you!" Ann whirled, the bucket in her hands slopping. 

"No!" cried Cecy. 

Ann froze. She looked at the hills and the first spring stars. She stared at the man named Tom. 

Cecy made her drop the bucket. 

"Look what you've done!" 

Tom ran up 

"Look what you made me do!" 

He wiped her shoes with a kerchief, laughing. 

"Get away!" She kicked at his hands, but he laughed again, and gazing down on him from miles 

away, Cecy saw the turn of his head, the size of his skull, the flare of his nose, the shine of his eye, 

the girth of his shoulder, and the hard strength of his hands doing this delicate thing with the 

handkerchief. Peering down from the secret attic of this lovely head, Cecy yanked a hidden copper 

ventriloquist's wire and the pretty mouth popped wide: "Thank you!" 

"Oh, so you have manners?" The smell of leather on his hands, the smell of the horse rose from 

his clothes into the tender nostrils, and Cecy, far, far away over night meadows and flowered fields, 

stirred as with some dream in her bed. 

"Not for you, no!" said Ann. 

"Hush, speak gently," said Cecy. She moved Ann's fingers out toward Tom's head. Ann snatched 

them back. 

"I've gone mad!" 
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"You have." He nodded, smiling but bewildered. "Were you going to touch me then?" 

"I don't know. Oh, go away!" Her cheeks glowed with pink charcoals. 

"Why don't you run? I'm not stopping you." Tom got up. "Have you changed your mind? Will 

you go to the dance with me tonight? It's special. Tell you why later." 

"No," said Ann. 

"Yes!" cried Cecy. "I've never danced. I want to dance. I've never worn a long gown, all rustly. 

I want that. I want to dance all night. I've never known what it's like to be in a woman, dancing; 

Father and Mother would never permit it. Dogs, cats, locusts, leaves, everything else in the world at 

one time or another I've known, but never a woman in the spring, never on a night like this. Oh, please 

- we must go to that dance!" 

She spread her thought like the fingers of a hand within a new glove. 

"Yes," said Ann Leary, "I'll go. I don't know why, but I'll go to the dance with you tonight, Tom." 

"Now inside, quick!" cried Cecy. "You must wash, tell your folks, get your gown ready, out with 

the iron, into your room!" 

"Mother," said Ann, "I've changed my mind!" 

The rig was galloping off down the pike, the rooms of the farmhouse jumped to life, water was 

boiling for a bath, the coal stove was heating an iron to press the gown, the mother was rushing about 

with a fringe of hairpins in her mouth. "What's come over you, Ann? You don't like Tom!" 

"That's true." Ann stopped amidst the great fever. 

But it's spring! thought Cecy. 

"It's spring," said Ann. 

And it's a fine night for dancing, thought Cecy. 

"... for dancing," murmured Ann, Leary. 

Then she was in the tub and the soap creaming on her white seal shoulders, small nests of soap 

beneath her arms, and the flesh of her warm breasts moving in her hands and Cecy moving the mouth, 

making the smile, keeping the actions going. There must be no pause, no hesitation, or the entire 

pantomime might fall in ruins! Ann Leary must be kept moving, doing, acting, wash here, soap there, 

now out! Rub with a towel! Now perfume and powder! 

"You!" Ann caught herself in the mirror, all whiteness and pinkness like lilies and carnations. 

"Who are you tonight?" 

"I'm a girl seventeen." Cecy gazed from her violet eyes. "You can't see me. Do you know I'm 

here?" 

Ann Leary shook her head. "I've rented my body to an April witch, for sure." 

"Close, very close!" laughed Cecy. "Now, on with your dressing." 

The luxury of feeling good clothes move over an ample body! And then the halloo outside. 

"Ann, Tom's back!" 

"Tell him to wait." Ann sat down suddenly. "Tell him I'm not going to that dance." 

"What?" said her mother, in the door. 

Cecy snapped back into attention. It had been a fatal relaxing, a fatal moment of leaving Ann's 

body for only an instant. She had heard the distant sound of horses' hoofs and the rig rambling 

through moonlit spring country. For a second she thought, I'll go find Tom and sit in his head and 

see what it's like to be in a man of twenty-two on a night like this. And so she had started quickly 

across a heather field, but now, like a bird to a cage, flew back and rustled and beat about in Ann 

Leary's head 

"Tell him to go away!" 

"Ann!" Cecy settled down and spread her thoughts. 

But Ann had the bit in her mouth now. "No, no, I hate him!" 

I shouldn't have left - even for a moment. Cecy poured her mind into the hands of the young 

girl, into the heart, into the head, softly, softly. Stand up, she thought. 

Ann stood. 

Put on your coat! 

Ann put on her coat. 
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Now, march! 

No! thought Ann Leary. 

March! 

"Ann," said her mother, "don't keep Tom waiting another minute. You get on out there now and 

no nonsense. What's come over you?" 

"Nothing, Mother. Good night. We'll be home late." 

Ann and Cecy ran together into the spring evening. 

A room full of softly dancing pigeons ruffling their quiet, trailing feathers, a room full of 

peacocks, a room full of rainbow eyes and lights. And in the center of it, around, around, around, 

danced Ann Leary. 

"Oh, it is a fine evening," said Cecy. 

"Oh, it's a fine evening," said Ann. 

"You're odd," said Tom. 

The music whirled them in dimness, in rivers of song, they floated, they bobbed, they sank down, 

they arose for air, they gasped, they clutched each other like drowning people and whirled on again, 

in fan motions, in whispers and sighs, to "Beautiful Ohio." 

Cecy hummed. Ann's lips parted and the music came out. 

"Yes, I'm odd," said Cecy. 

"You're not the same," said Tom. 

"No, not tonight." 

"You're not the Ann Leary I knew." 

"No, not at all, at all," whispered Cecy, miles and miles away. "No, not at all," said the moved 

lips. 

"I've the funniest feeling," said Tom. 

"About what?" 

"About you." He held her back and danced her and looked into her glowing face, watching for 

something. "Your eyes," he said, "I can't figure it." 

"Do you see me?" asked Cecy. 

"Part of you's here, Ann, and part of you's not." Tom turned her carefully, his face uneasy. 

"Yes. 

"Why did you come with me?" 

"I didn't want to come," said Ann. 

"Why, then?" 

"Something made me." 

"What?" 

"I don't know." Ann's voice was faintly hysterical 

"Now, now, hush, hush," whispered Cecy. "Hush, that's it. Around, around." 

They whispered and rustled and rose and fell away in the dark room, with the music moving 

and turning them. 

"But you did come to the dance," said Tom. 

"I did," said Cecy. 

"Here." And he danced her lightly out an open door and walked her quietly away from the hall 

and the music and the people. 

They climbed up and sat together in the rig. 

"Ann," he said, taking her hands, trembling. "Ann." But the way he said the name it was as if it 

wasn't her name. He kept glancing into her pale face, and now her eyes were open again. "I used to 

love you, you know that," he said. 

"I know." 

"But you've always been fickle and I didn't want to be hurt." 

"It's just as well, we're very young," said Ann. 

"No, I mean to say, I'm sorry," said Cecy. 

"What do you mean?" Tom dropped her hands and stiffened. 
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The night was warm and the smell of the earth shimmered up all about them where they sat, 

and the fresh trees breathed one leaf against another in a shaking and rustling. 

"I don't know," said Ann. 

"Oh, but I know," said Cecy. "You're tall and you're the finest-looking man in all the world. 

This is a good evening; this is an evening I'll always remember, being with you." She put out the alien 

cold hand to find his reluctant hand again and bring it back, and warm it and hold it very tight. 

"But," said Tom, blinking, "tonight you're here, you're there. One minute one way, the next 

minute another. I wanted to take you to the dance tonight for old times' sake. I meant nothing by it 

when I first asked you. And then, when we were standing at the well, I knew something had changed, 

really changed, about you. You were different. There was something new and soft, something..." He 

groped for a word. "I don't know, I can't say. The way you looked. Something about your voice. And 

I know I'm in love with you again." 

"No," said Cecy. "With me, with we." 

"And I'm afraid of being in love with you," he said. "You'll hurt me again." 

"I might," said Ann. 

No, no, I'd love you with all my heart! thought Cecy. Ann, say it to him, say it for me. Say you'd 

love him with all your heart. 

Ann said nothing. 

Tom moved quietly closer and put his hand up to hold her chin. "I'm going away. I've got a job 

a hundred miles from here. Will you miss me?" 

"Yes," said Ann and Cecy. 

"May I kiss you good-bye, then?" 

"Yes," said Cecy before anyone else could speak. 

He placed his lips to the strange mouth. He kissed the strange mouth and he was trembling. 

Ann sat like a white statue. 

"Ann!" said Cecy. "Move your arms, hold him!" 

She sat like a carved wooden doll in the moonlight. 

Again he kissed her lips. 

 

"I do love you," whispered Cecy. "I'm here, it's me you saw in her eyes it's me, and I love you 

if she never will." 

He moved away and seemed like a man who had run a long distance. He sat beside her. "I don't 

know what's happening. For a moment there..." 

"Yes?" asked Cecy. 

"For a moment I thought -" He put his hands to his eyes. "Never mind. Shall I take you home 

now?" 

"Please," said Ann Leary. 

He clucked to the horse, snapped the reins tiredly, and drove the rig away. They rode in the 

rustle and slap and motion of the moonlit rig in the still early, only eleven o'clock spring night, with 

the shining meadows and sweet fields of clover gliding by. 

And Cecy, looking at the fields and meadows, thought, 'It would be worth it, it would be worth 

everything to be with him from this night on.' And she heard her parents' voices again, faintly, "Be 

careful. You wouldn't want to lose your magical powers, would you - married to a mere mortal? Be 

careful. You wouldn't want that." 

Yes, yes, thought Cecy, even that I'd give up, here and now, if he would have me. I wouldn't 

need to roam the spring nights then, I wouldn't need to live in birds and dogs and cats and foxes, I'd 

need only to be with him. Only him. Only him. 

The road passed under, whispering. 

"Tom," said Ann at last. 

"What?" He stared coldly at the road, the horse, the trees, the sky, the stars. 

"If you're ever, in years to come, at any time, in Green Town, Illinois, a few miles from here, 

will you do me a favour?" 
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"Perhaps." 

"Will you do me the favour of stopping and seeing a friend of mine?" Ann Leary said this 

haltingly, awkwardly. 

"Why?" 

"She's a good friend. I've told her of you. I'll give you her address. Just a moment." When the 

rig stopped at her farm she drew forth a pencil and paper from her small purse and wrote in the 

moonlight, pressing the paper to her knee. "There it is. Can you read it?" 

He glanced at the paper and nodded bewilderedly. 

"Cecy Elliott, 12 Willow Street, Green Town, Illinois," he said. 

"Will you visit her someday?" asked Ann. 

"Someday," he said. 

"Promise?" 

"What has this to do with us?" he cried savagely. "What do I want with names and papers?" 

He crumpled the paper into a tight ball and shoved it in his coat. 

"Oh, please promise!" begged Cecy. 

"... promise..." said Ann. 

"All right, all right, now let me be!" he shouted. 

I'm tired, thought Cecy. I can't stay I have to go home. I'm weakening. I've only the power to 

stay a few hours out like this in the night, travelling, travelling. But before I go... 

"... before I go," said Ann. 

She kissed Tom on the lips. 

"This is me kissing you," said Cecy. 

Tom held her off and looked at Ann Leary and looked deep, deep inside. He said nothing, but 

his face began to relax slowly, very slowly, and the lines vanished away, and his mouth softened from 

its hardness, and he looked deep again into the moonlit face held here before him. 

Then he put her off the rig and without so much as a good night was driving swiftly down the 

road. 

Cecy let go. 

Ann Leary, crying out, released from prison, it seemed, raced up the moonlit path to her house 

and slammed the door. 

Cecy lingered for only a little while. In the eyes of a cricket she saw the spring night world. In 

the eyes of a frog she sat for a lonely moment by a pool. In the eyes of a night bird she looked down 

from a tall, moon-haunted elm and saw the light go out in two farmhouses, one here, one a mile away. 

She thought of herself and her family, and her strange power, and the fact that no one in the family 

could ever marry any one of the people in this vast world out here beyond the hills. 

"Tom?" Her weakening mind flew in a night bird under the trees and over deep fields of wild 

mustard. "Have you still got the paper, Tom? Will you come by someday, some year, sometime, to 

see me? Will you know me then? Will you look in my face and remember then where it was you saw 

me last and know that you love me as I love you, with all my heart for all time?" 

She paused in the cool night air, a million miles from towns and people, above farms and 

continents and rivers and hills. "Tom?" Softly. 

Tom was asleep. It was deep night; his clothes were hung on chairs or folded neatly over the 

end of the bed. And in one silent, carefully upflung hand upon the white pillow, by his head, was a 

small piece of paper with writing on it. Slowly, slowly, a fraction of an inch at a time, his fingers 

closed down upon and held it tightly. And he did not even stir or notice when a blackbird, faintly, 

wondrously, beat softly for " moment against the clear moon crystals of the windowpane, then, 

fluttering quietly, stopped and flew away toward the east, over the sleeping earth. 

 

A Thousand Ways to Light a Cigarette (Jake Christie) 

“There are thirteen ways to tell if a girl is going to break up with you,” says Suzanne, wiping 

a strand of hair out of her face. She tucks it behind her ear, but almost immediately the wind shakes 
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it loose again. I’m staring at it and she must think I wasn’t listening because she screws up her face 

and crinkles her nose and says my name. 

“Thirteen ways,” I repeat. “What are they?” 

She keeps the cigarette between her fingers and pushes her glasses back up her nose with her 

pinkie. Behind her the sun is shining off of the ocean, four blocks away and five stories down, but I 

try not to get distracted. The wind is whipping around parked cars and snapping my jacket, and I 

stare at the top of Suzanne’s black rims and concentrate on listening. 

“First,” she says, “you can tell from her hands.” 

“What, you mean like her nails?” 

“No,” says Suzanne, sticking the cigarette between her teeth. She holds up her own hands and 

says out of the side of her mouth, “Her hands.” 

Now I screw up my face and wait for an explanation. 

“Okay,” she says, excited to be playing teacher, “when you and Becky go out to dinner, what 

does she do with her hands?” 

“Eat,” I say. 

Suzanne laughs and shakes her head, fixes her hair again, loses control of the offending strand, 

and says, “No, besides that. When you’re talking.” 

“I don’t know,” I say. I feel like I’ve been called on in class and don’t have the answer. Someone 

gets into a car on the level below us and fills the silence with a car door, then a starting engine, and 

by the time they’re pulling away I say, “She plays with her food.” 

Suzanne raises her eyebrows, sympathetic. “That’s not good,” she says. 

“Somehow,” I say, leaning on the ledge, into the ocean air, “I knew you were going to say 

that.” 

Suzanne puts her elbows on the ledge next to me. “Yeah,” she says. For a while neither of us 

says anything. The clouds shift and it looks like the sun is moving across the water. I look down at 

the sidewalk. 

“That’s just one of the ways,” says Suzanne, finally. 

“Can I have a cigarette?” I say. 

Suzanne digs in her purse and pulls out a slim. She hands it to me, her own cigarette burning 

between her forefinger and her middle, the lighter stuck between the ring and the pinkie. I take the 

fresh cig and the lighter and try to light it. I duck down between the cars, but the wind is too much. 

“Here,” says Suzanne. She ducks down close to me. There are a thousand different ways to 

light a cigarette, but Suzanne has to do it by taking my hands, covering our faces, leaning in, and 

lighting mine with hers. I breathe deep. The smoke rises and the ocean wind catches it and it 

disappears into the air. 

 

The Owl Who Was God (James Thurber) 

Once upon a starless midnight there was an owl who sat on the branch of an oak tree. Two 

ground moles tried to slip quietly by, unnoticed. “You!” said the owl. “Who?” they quavered, in fear 

and astonishment, for they could not believe it was possible for anyone to see them in that thick 

darkness. “You two!” said the owl. The moles hurried away and told the other creatures of the field 

and forest that the owl was the greatest and wisest of all animals because he could see in the dark 

and because he could answer any question. “I’ll see about that,” said a secretary bird, and called on 

the owl one night when it was again very dark. “How many claws am I holding up?” said the 

secretary bird. “Two,” said the owl, and that was right. “Can you give me another expression for 

‘that is to say’ or ‘namely’?” asked the secretary bird. “To wit,” said the owl. “Why does a lover 

call on his love?” asked the secretary bird. “To woo,” said the owl.   

The secretary bird hastened back to the other creatures and reported that the owl was indeed 

the greatest and wisest animal in the world because he could see in the dark and because he could 

answer any question. “Can he see in the daytime, too?” asked a red fox. “Yes,” echoed a dormouse 

and a French poodle. “Can he see in the daytime, too?” All the other creatures laughed aloud at that 
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silly question, and they set upon the red fox and his friends and drove them out of the region. Then 

they sent a messenger to the owl and asked him to be their leader. 

When the owl appeared among the animals it was high noon and the sun was shining brightly. 

He walked very slowly, which gave him an appearance of great dignity, and he peered about him 

with large, staring eyes, which gave him an air of tremendous importance. “He’s God!” screamed a 

Plymouth Rock hen. And the others took up the cry “He’s God!” So they followed him wherever he 

went and when he began to bump into things they began to bump into things, too. Finally he came to 

a concrete highway and he started up the middle of it and all the other creatures followed him. 

Presently a hawk, who was acting as outrider, observed a truck coming toward them at fifty miles an 

hour, and he reported to the secretary bird and the secretary bird reported to the owl. “There’s 

danger ahead,” said the secretary bird. “To wit?” said the owl. The secretary bird said told him. 

“Aren’t you afraid?” he asked. “Who?” said the owl calmly, for he could not see the truck. “He’s 

God!” cried all the creatures again, and they were still crying “He’s God!” when the truck hit them 

and ran them down. Some of the animals were merely injured, but most of them, including the owl, 

were killed. 

 

Moral: You can fool too many of the people too much of the time. 
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